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:PREFACE AND GUIDE TO. THE REPORT 
This paper presents the results of a stu.dy of recent and continuing 
Links in Science and Technology.between institutions in Thailand and the 
United Kingdom. The pu.rpose of the study was two-fold: to identify 
those factors which consistent.ly distinguish the successful from less· 
successful partnerships and to assess the role and special advantages of 
bilateral links.in development. From the results some suggestions for 
future links are pro~:}Qsed. 
In presenting such a study it is impossible to meet the needs of 
detail and b:eevity required by all readers. For this reason, the paper 
is made up of largely self contained sections which may be rea'd sepa• 
ra.tely. 
Those Teaders interested in a brief summary only should begin with 
the .summary of resui ts in section l •. Tr.ose interested in the'sc results 
plus the policy implica·qons drawn from them should then pass on to 
section 7. (;rn reading .the policy implications it should be kept 
closely in mind that they are·drawn from 16 cases involving two coun-
tri~s only.) ·section 5 ,g wil 1 also be useful in drawing the connection 
between the results and the proposed implicatibns. 
For those with a deeper interest~ section 4 describes two link 
cases in some detail~ on.e most successful and the other mu.ch less suc-
cessful .. · These two were specifically chosen to illustrate those factors 
which appear to distinguish ouccessful from less successful links. 
Section 5, the central work of the study, then discusses these factors 
explicitly as extracted from all the cases studied in detail. Firially, 
section 6 presents the assessment of the role and special advantages of 
institutional links in development. 
For those more interested in science and development studies and 
less in linko, 'the section on the background to the study, the methodo-
logy employed and the suggestions for future work (in sections 3, 4 and 




INSTITUTIONAL LINKS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY-
TIIB CASE OF TI-B rnUTZD KINGDOM AND THAILAND 
* By Henry R.. Glyde 
l. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
This report describes a detailed study of 16 bilateral links in 
science a.ncl technology between insti tu.tions in the United Kingdom and 
Thailand. The chief purpose was to identify those factors which distin-
guish the successful from the less successful links. Link success was 
judged ~gainst the achievem~nt of its stated objectives and the develop-
ment o·f a continuing capnbil i ty in the Thai ins ti tu.ti on. A secondary 
aim was to assess the role and special advantages of links in develop-
ment. The study was carried ou.t over n period of one year, three months·· 
in the United Kingdom and nine months in Thailand. 
,The stu.dy of the factors distinguishing the successful from the 
less su£cessful links found that: 
* 
l) Linl-rs ini tinted by direct contact between individuals in the 
respective institutions tended to be more successful than 
those initiated by a third body. In the direct initintion 
ca.scs 9 the initial contact could u.su.nlly be traced to an AC 
national working in the DC. 
· 2) · Links in which the objectiv?s were set within the DC insti tu.-
tion tended to be more successful. Particularly, objective 
setti~g by short survey of the DC by AC nationals were ns-
sociated with less successful l in.ks. However, survey by the 
AC institution with the purpose of limiting previously set 
objectives to ureas of< AC ·institution competence were asso-
ciated with su.ccessf-::i.l 1 inks. 
This work was carried out while the author was on the project sta.ff of the Internat_ional 
Development Research C~ntre, Ottawa, Canada.. The views expressed are those •f the 
author and do not necessarily represent the views ef the Centre. ·present Address: 
Theoretical Physics Branch,1 Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear 





3) There was no apparent relution between the nature und field 
of _link activity a:Lld· iipk success u 
4) Links tended to be more su~cessfu.l if the AC personnel 
visited reyeatedly (mainly for short visits) in small numbers 
rn.-ther than for a continuous long·period in a group. 
- h1dividualG or pnirG were favoured over a group 
- repeated visits ·with intervals were favoured over 
co:;:J.tinu.ou.s visits 
- short visits by experienced personnel were favoured~· 
5) Links were mor.-a succesGful when the· overseas. training was 
integrated with the AC technical assisiance visits. This 
often meant starting the training, before the assistance 
visits a 
6) Li~J.ks involving core funded AC institutions tended to be more 
successful. Core* ftmded ins ti tut ions were associated with~ 
a) paired institutions hl:'.ving.a large area of.common 
interest prior to the link; 
b) Ac institutions with previous interest in developing 
countries; 
ic) LC institutions with previously demonstrated compe-
tence in DC wnrk. 
7) The more successful links were associated with DC institu-
tions ha¥ing· a strong and enthusiastic management. 
· 8) Small link pi·ograrimes tended to be more successful than 
large ories. 
9) . No one singl~ factor predoninuntly differentiated the su£-
cess:fu.l from the less successful links. Rather the succef:!sful 
links fulfilled Qany of the u~ov~ conditioris. These condi-
tions were h;aavily interdependent and mutuall,Y self su.p-
portine; .. 
Core funding is defined on page 33, 
2 
The observed special advantage of i:inks were that they provided: 
o.) o. focusing of overseas training to selected subject a.reas; 
b) on integrntio~ of overseas ~raining and technical assistance; 
c) an emphasis on mo.naeement and post a~atlemic training via 
cooperative programme execution; 
d) fle:id bili ty {and expe:i'.'ience) in the technical., assistance 
allowing the DC institution to select and manage its aid 
requireinep.ts oore effectively; 
e) a ::n:i.r;:i.ber of practical advantages such as 
- accesiq to expensive and sophisticated equipment for the 
DC centre 
access to AC markets via.the AC centre for the DC centre 
access to verified and reliable produ~t saraples for the 
AC centre 
access to iriforraation on DC customs and vnlu~s for'the 
AC centre. 
These advantages to links sake thera potentitilly most effective in 
1' 
helping to develop an indipendent capability in the DC institution. 
Links, on their o•:m, did not seeo effective in turning J:l and D 
activity in LC institutions town.rd DC probleCTs. Fu.~ding and a mandate 
was required in addition to the interest promoted via lini::s. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
At preoent· there is ouch questioning of the role and raethods of 
n.id to the developing .nations of the world 1 • 2 • * This qu.estionir;ig and 
examination has particularly turned attention town.rd the direct applica-
tion of science and technology, ph;w the supporting capability it re-
qu.iree, to econooic dcvelopoent 3, 4 • 
* - . . / Citations and references in this report do not conform to the style adopted by ASRCT, 
but they have been left in the form chosen by the author, be,c'ause to request the author, 
who is now in Canada, to make revisions would considerably delay the reproduction of 




On~ of the most distinctiv~ difference~ betw~en the develop~d an~~ 
developing n~tions is thei,r re_sp'ective levels of. technol~gicaL capabi-: 
lity. Iu tho pr~sence of advanced nations,-this- difference leads to a 
t t' . , t . h. . t t' . 
4' 5 - • h. h th t h . 11 s ru.c ura1 -re.Le_ ].Ons ip De ween na ions in w 1c e ec n1ca . y 
-more· advancGd tuitions have enormous advantages in capi t.al and in or-
ganizational as well as ·l;echnical capability 
6 
As a result, the type - of -
local or iuterna,tional-ventures which look advantageous and are under-
taken by deve-loping nations is often set·by.this structure rather than 
by a d~~elopme~t objective 3' 5 • Whether these venture~ and-· the struc-
tural relatio1fohip itself ,restrict development6 •7 or offer specl.al ad-
vantq.ges for development d9pends- critically up.on· the way in' which such_ 
vent:u.res arG selected and managed 5• 8 
stru£tural relationship. 
and on an understanding of the 
,/ 
For this reason attention has.now focu~sed on 
a} tlie genuine transfer of technology and techniqu.e to the de-
-_ veloping countries 5 and 
b) the devel6pment of an.indigeneous and independent capribility 
·l;o understand and manage both imported technology and local 
resour'ces in the developing. c~untry9, 10 • 11 ._ This is based on 
the lie lie~. that :i..ndepernience (and security) re~ies _ u.l timately · 
oi:. the. compat~·nce and ability to understund, tuke part· in and· 
direct (as well as control) o~es o'n econ~mic affairs 12 • This 
direction now req'u.ires. a wor!ring understanding of technology. 
There are many possibl'~ -ways of importiqg technique and devel?ping 
a_ local capability. One of these is a. cooperative link between _insti--
tutions - il1 a. technologically advanced and in -·a developing coun,try. 
ACAST 13 , for example, :has expressed a specific interest in such links 
for their 'special advantages h~ development. For the AC ins ti tut ion 
the link provides vital knowledge -of and creates interest in devel-:--
~ping country-issues. This can turn some of the large· managerial and 
R -IL :D capacity in _the advanced nations toward the special vroblems 
facing the devel~ping regions of the world. For the DC i~stitution,. 
it provides tro.ining and cooperative programme execution. -Tllis cocipera-
' -
tion providec the need and- motivation to understand new technology and 





specifically oriented toward developing local capability in research 
and industrial project management. Basically, a link takes advantage 
of the difference in technical level of th~ two nations using this dif-
ference to accelerate rather than hinder development. 
There have been some previous studies of institutional links; 
mo.lllly involvi::ig universities 14 • These studies have been reviewed in a 
recent unesco report 15 which surveyed bilateral institutional linl~s in 
science and technology through_ou.t the world. The Dnesco report pro-
· Vides an excellent account of the extent 
1
0f links and the variety of 
cbllaboratio~s that existed as well as citing the potential of links 
for the future, The pu.rposG of the present study is to examine how ef-
fective links are in achieving their goals and in fulfilling the n~eds 
notea above. Particuiarly it aims to identify those factors which dis-
tinguish the su.cce-ssfu.l from the less successful 1 inks in this regard. 
At the same tine thG special role and ad.vantages of links in d'evelop-
ment i~ exaQined. In this sens~ the p~esent purpose is analytic.rather 
·than survey and complements the Unesco work • 
Since the purpose here is analytic, a detailed study of each link 
is ·required. Only a small ~umber of links could then be considered in 
the time available. In a saall sample the impact of variations from 
link to link which are largely external to the link itself can be im- · 
portant, This pr~b!Gm can be greatly reduced by restricting the links 
consid~recl to those between institutions· in two countries only. In 
this way variations due to special-national characteristics can be re-
.moved• The particular case of links between institutions in the United 
Kingdon and Thailand was .chosen for a number of reasons. The nagnitude 
of th'e technical assl.stance between the two countries, f,>r exanple, is 
of a size that provides n convenient number of links (16)~ It was also 
a cho:i.ce that nade visito to the institutions in both countries possible. 
These questions are discussed further in Section Ii:. 
Finally, bilateral ins ti tu.tional 1 inks are but a sraall component 
in the nanifold of aid possibilities 1•5• 16 • In this small component, 
we have considered only the case of the United Kingdora and Thailand. 
For this reason, the present study is largely a pilot study. It will 




small urea I It will be po.rticu.l~rly useful if it point"s directions for 
and encourages furth(;1r study both·in a wid.ar area of links q.nd in· other 
extensive development issues. 
3. Tff.B "METHOD AND STRUCTU.RE OF S'l'UDY 
3.1 Definition·of links and su~cess 
Once t"l:±e scope. and purposr:/ of the stu.qy had been set, the basic 
method was case study of recent ai;id existing links. 
A link ~as,difined os any cooperative collnbo~aiiorif formal.or in-
. \ . ' . 
formal, between two institutions. ·This included collaboration in which 
sample.exchange Otid ·coo~erative work took place by correspondence as 
well a.s by personnel exchange. (Many produ£tive ventures took place at 
a sample e::wl:.an~e and shared effort level.) This is a broader -defini-
tion than employed by Unesco which requ:ired personnel exchange to con-
stitute a link8 ·The present definition. did not include training schemes 
for personnel from one institution to another unless -there was some 
specific agrceo~nt or colluborutive work iri additibn. 
Some links had sepn.rate branches be~ween""quite distinct· groups in 
e. given institution pair. These were combined into a single link pro-
vided they were riot.too large or diverse, All the lin~s considered 
. were recent enough to have continued in the ·late 1960 1 s' with many still 
in existen~e t6day. 
Since the central pu.rpose of the study was identifying factors 
· which dis.til~e;uish su.ccensf'u.l ·,from less successful links'· n. criterion of 
success waa required. Tl~e level of. su<?cess was ju.dged against two 
features. The first was the extent to which ·the link ochie:ved its pre-
. . 
sc~ibed ~bjectives. This is basically an impartial CFiterion since it 
makes no judgement on what links should ' . . acl:tI.eve. The. second was the ex-
tent to which tI1e link incr<~ase-d the DC ins ti tu.ti on capabi'li ty to con-
tinu.e in the 1 i:=tk or nssoci~ted activity independently. Each. link was 
assigned· n lc·rnl of. success rnting ~ _low~ moderate or high. A high 
rating was assigned only if the link ·scor'ed well on: the second criteriqn 
as well aG the ·:rix·st. Since thG second cri-terion involves a value judge-
ment on what links should do~ this introduces nn. inportant and inten-





lnrg.e or co:Jtly link in an effort to obtain a measure of success per 
unit input. 
3.2 Selection and locatio~ of links 
Given tha purpose of the study, the United Kingdom and Thnilnnd 
case was chosen largely for convenience. This choice made it possible 
to visit botl'.1 institutions involved i~1 raost cases and in each case 
someone intimately involved with each institution was ~nterviewed. 
Thus both pointa of view were heard. Tha study was carried ou~ over a 
period of a year with three months spent in the Ilnited Kingdom and nine 
months in Thailand. During the period in Thailand oth~r activity eu£h 
as work in government institutions, lectuxing in ~niversities and visits 
to planning bodies provided n contact with Thai institutions wider than 
the link~cl institutions. The Thai-United Kingdor:J. restriction also pro-
vided a reasonable nunber of links for deti:::_iled study. 
While the restriction to institutions in two countries only served 
to eliminate factors that depended on national ch~racteristics, it also 
means that tha total study :rrosu.lts could be very country.specific. This 
point waa tested by_ exaoining briefly links involving countries other 
than the United Kingdom. This exanination suggested that the United 
Kingdor:J. was not a special case. There was, however, no test of links 
not involving Thailand. 
The links thewselves were located in an ad hoc manner by visits to 
funding agents and to those directly involved in technical assistance. 
The visits to those directly· involved in .technical assistance proved 
most effective in locating links largely because the links were funded 
froo a wide variety of sources with some funded internally. The coo-
plete training scheoe to the United Kingdom supported by the Overseas 
Developoent Aclwinistration (ODA) and the British Council was exaBined 
for correlations betw2en Uni tecl :Kingdon and Thai ins ti tut ions which 
might suggest links. In this wny enquiry in both countries suggested 










3 .3 Formu.la-Cio:1 of qu.estions 
There the~ remained the problem of identifying the importa~t 
factors -and characteristics of links so that sui tab_le qu.estions could be 
asked. The previous ntudies cited by Unesco suggested -a nmnber of ques-
tions but these could :::i.ot be articulated. precisely prior to the study 
and were ofte.l'.l. felt to be incomplete. A.s a result' in the first few 
links a wi_d.e variety of questions were asked and _a large number of peo-
ple were ir::t.12rviewed on an informal basis. - This made the study of the --
first few links time consuming and in many asp'ects quite wasteful. How-
ever~ a number of important factors a.nd patterns emerged which could be 
more specifically tested _in the rc<ima.inder of the cases. A detailed 
questionnaire was drawn up after the initial few links but in practice 
this prov~d l,ass useful than informal discu.-ssion nrou.nd broadly 'defined 
issues in the remainder of-the cases.· 
Finally, there was mu.ch difficulty in deciding what constituted a 
convincing d-smonstrat:i.on that a given fa~tor was_ important in fixing 
the success level. It is not solely statiatical since, for example, 
_while repeated assistance vioits were associated ,with successful links, 
the visits may have been repeated because the link was successful for 
quite other reasons. • In this study 7 a- combination of statistics and ,, 
11 rensonable 11 explanation is -u.sed to identify the important ·factors. 
This is not alw:_ays. entirely convincing and the study would be mu.ch im-
proved by more extennive statistics. 
4 • TWO ILLUSTP.A'l' IVE LINKS 
In thio oec.tio:n we review two of the links studied. These two were 
chosen because they involved similar institutions, similar goals-and 
su.bject matter w'i th each 1'1aving _approximately equal potential importance 
for developClent. One of, ti'le l·inko_ was regarded as immensely su.ccessfu_.1 
while the other· was regarc~ed as only very mo.rginally success·ful ~ Thus 
comparioon of the two oervos to bring ou~, by example~ the org~nizational 
. and.operatioaaI characteristics which distinguish successful from less 
su.c_cessful l iwks,~ 
·The presentation of two specific coses should tilso serve to o~d a 
touch of rea_li ty to the nore 'abstracted' results of section 5. 
;, 
. ' 
4.1 CASE l~ The iri~titu~ionnl link between 
The Depo.rtoents of Mechnnicnl 
& Electrical Engineering 
Chu.lnlongkorn University 
Bangkok, Thailand 
The initio.tio~ of the link 




The concept of the link originated with a concern by the National 
l!;du.cation Council of Thailand (NEC) about the smo.11 number of· engineers 
being educated in Thnila.nd. The J\fi!:C then approached the British E121bo.ssy 
in 1963 ond the NEC and British Council together visited Ch-u.lnlongkorn. 
This visit is the first contact leading t6 the link as seen by the 
Chu.lalongkorn gro:u.p •. 
This was then followed by o. visit by three people fron the United 
Kingdon to Thailand to aos'ess and advise on what best. cou.ld be d.one at 
Chu.ln.longirn.rn. Each wrote a report. The third report suggested the 
need to inprove the quality of the engineering teaching before in-
creasing the mi.n~rical ou.tpu:t. The proposed link was al no ·intended to 
initiate sane research in engineering and to include study o.broad 
(United !:-iine;don) for sone of the fo.cu.l ty and students in an effort to 
impro~e quality. 
ODA then looked for. a linking university in the United Kingdon and 
contacted Cnobridge. The head of the Engineering Department at Co.a-
bridge conto.cted the focu.lty ·a.t Ca.abridge who ultirao.tely carie t.o Chulo.-
longkorn. 
The 1.:1ethod of setting the objectives used three inputs. Firstly,. 
there were -the three assessaent surveys of the DC institution by AC 
nntion0:ls (none of whoo. c·a.ne fror:i the subsequent AC insti tu.ti on). There" 
was next the original survey by the NEC which proposed the link or aid 
initially. .Thirdly there were the ideas fron the DC ins ti tut ion on the 
needs in engineering ond who.t was compatible with and in DC institu-
tion's own iaterests. 
9 
" Hone of the objectives proposed from three sources agreed. The in-
itiating purpose of the NEC to double the engineering student output 
gave way to the AC survey advice that improvement of the quality of the 
engineers was more important. The DC institution, Chulalongkorn 9 then 
appeared to favour strengthening the undergraduate course work while 
the AC advisors apparently favoured developing graduate courses. From 
this dis~ussion 9 the idea· of an optional fifth year diploma course 
e!7lerged. This fifth year.was to·be added to the usual four years of un-
B,erg:raduate engineering training. The diploma course would aim to im-
prove the quality of engineering training via project and laboratory 
experience but it would not constitute a graduate course. 
The AC institution did not contribute toward setting the objec-
tives. Rather the AC institution was chosen by ODA after the objec-
tives had been set. 
The inst-i tu ti ons involved in the link 
The AC institution 
Engineering at Cambridge University is world renowned for its ex-
cellence. This is both in its teaching standards and in the calibre of 
:resenrch which is done in its laboratories. Cambridge has o. clearly de-
monstrated comp~tence in engineering, the subject matter of the link. 
On the other hnnd 9 those from the engineering department at Cam-
bridge who participnted in the link 9 had not had any-previous experience 
i2 tlevelopinG countries. The engineering department is almost entirely 
oriented toward and has its value and goal structure fixed to AC stand-
erds and interest. There·is, for example, no section funded to epecifi-
cclly consider engineering problems in developing countries. 
The DC institution 
Chulalongkorn is the oldest university in Thailand and an obvious 
choice to e·stablish an improvement in engineering manp·ower outputo At 
the time th~ link was started (19~4), however, there did not seem to be 
much effort toward nor desire for a research capacity at Chulalongkorn. 
CeYiainly there was little institutional structure to support it and 
fm-r people motivated in this direction. Generally 9 the organizntional 
base to direct link n~ti~ity did not seem strong. 
10 
·. 
The link activity 
The activity- of the link consisted firstly of a large group of AC 
personnel.coming to Chulalongkorn to establish the fifth year course and 
to initiate research; This consisted of a project leader, about six 
other academics rind two Voluntary Service Overseas (v.s.o.) officers. 
All came out for extended periods rather than short visits. The origi-
nnl project leader remninc:d for 15 months after which time he returned 
to Cambridge - his leave 'of absence being expired. A second project 
leader. co.me out from Cambridge for one year und there after one of the 
academics who came with the original group was appoint~d as project 
leader. TherG were no repeated visits by a continuing leader throughoht 
the link time. 
The fifth year course wns established but it was generally poorly 
atten~ed. J.esearch waG begun initially by the AC group working and 
doing the research theoselves. A programo.e of sending the DC personnel 
to do graduate research work in the AC was included i~ the link. Appro-
. . I 
xic.ately six studentG were trained in engineering, three to the Ph.D. 
level. None of these went to Cambridge. Most of these returned late in 
the link act·i vi ty and hence were not able to take part in the research 
with the l!..C personnel. at Chu.la.longhorn. 
Shortly after the link starte~, it became clear that there warr a.· 
language communication problem andy to remedy this, additional English 
language tra.ining wa.s started. At Chulalonglrnrn, there was already an 
English course in each of the first two yea.rs of the undergraduate 
; 
course. The additional language training consisted of continuing this 
English course into the third and fourth years. In addition, approxi-
mately seven students were sent to the United Kingdom for training in 
English language to teach this course. 
Funding 
The funding for the AC contribution was provided by the Overseas 
Development Administration at an approximate rate of £50,000 per annum 
' 
for the five years of .the link. This was to cover the AC personnel 
working at the DC centre, the student training abroad and a small equip-
ment allotment. The buildine; space and the b.ulk of the equipment pro-
posed was supplied by the DC institu~ion. 
11 
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Assessment 6f o~£cess 
By ali it1terviewed the· link was not regarded as a success~ In 
. /. - . 
. terms of. io~ai-ting an ilidie;enous and independent research and teachi'.'.1g. 
_ability t!1·2 oncc~ss w.u.o-t be regarde·.a as low. However, same parts were 
m.ore successful than others nncl some distinction is r·equ,ired. 
Firstl7 f ·al though the fifth year enginee.ring course was ins ti tu.ted, 
it wa:s. ;poorly attended.. Only a ha~dfu.l of stu.deO:ts enrolled for it• · 
The course exists today.but has o"nly one or two students per year. 
·Hence this sectio1i was not su.cceosful ~ 
. /\ 
Secondly, th~ engineering research section never really material-
ized and doeo not'exiot today. Some research was undertaken while the 
AC group was at _the DC centre and was done .by the AC gr.oup. There was ! . . 
1 i ttle. participation by t.he D.C ins ti tut ion. r;:i.embers oµd thos'e who trained 
overseas esse~tially returned too late to take part or were not able to 
take part. 
/ 
On tbe other hand the English langu.ae;e course, a small part of, the 
total ef.for·t; was rega.rded as· n success by all interyiewed •. it was well. 
attended and. found oost useful. It exists today and will be continued 
almost certniD.ly • It n.ppear~cl to.· fill a T1uch needed role in the ·engi-' . 
~eering training - }h~t is, ioprdvipg the Eriglish ability.of engineers 
and hence fnoilitntins their contact. with engineering information 
sources. Tho addi tfo:c. of two cotu·s-es of English teac:Q~ng fitted. well .. 
into the u.ncleri:;radu.ate programme and English is recognized as a priority 
need. 
'Th.a· lids: had sooe ioiJact in ·!;hat, in a 8eneral way, it pointed up. 
soma of the orgnnizution~l chan~es required.in the DC iristitution to 
make research possiblee The training abroad also was· regarded as.gen-
erally .successful in i1::J.prcving the ability of those. trained. 
Sm:mary & .critic al asses'snent · 
'!'he idea. .and conce:;_Jt of the link originated outside. the two· l.nsti-
1 ' 
tutions _ultinately involved •. There w:us no· evidence that either institu-
tion hrid [:\iven uny lonf:S tern thought to the link act·ivi ty. There was 
also no _evidsnce of sustained_ interest in th~ link activity. The ob-




tion. It see8s that the assessments involved in these visits appeared 
critical. to the DC institution and generated certain sensitivities ~nd 
apprehaneion of the subsequ~nt link activity. 
Thers was a general consensus that the addition of a fifth year 
. was inappropriate. The fifth yeo.r did not fit into the career or value 
system of Thailand. It was not a research or M.Sc. degree and hence 
did not carry the prestige and value of a graduate degree. Yet, it was 
not part of th'e undergraduate course which was completed after the usual. 
four years. As n result· there ~10.s _little incentive to take the Diploma 
course and little reward for having,· completed it. It did not seem fully 
supported l:y Chulalonglrn:ru as the sol.u.tion to their needs. Thil objec-
tive of establishing research.appears to have been well received by the 
DC institutio:n,. However~ it is not clear that this was a seriou:s fuuc-
tional possibility at the time the link was proposed. 
The inappropriateness of the objectives seems the central reason 
for the reduced,success of the link. A. broad, but well defined object 
of improving the quality (or quantity) of engineering training with the 
details left to the two institutions may have been raore appropriate. 
The 1 inI~ began with a large team of AC personnel arriving at the DC 
institutior.. Their impact appears to have been too large -and to have 
generated apprehension concerning a possible loss of control in the de-
partment on the part of the DC staff. Specifically, the DC'aembers men-
tioned that n. smaller group wou.10, hnve been r:iore C).ppropriate. A sraall 
AC group would have bad to work more closely with the DC staff and there 
would havG been less tendency for self alignment. This self alignraent 
made comnunico.tion and working relations difficult. ,, 
I 
This was also a genuine lapguage problem which mo.de coonunication 
difficult. The English language ability of many students was poor yet 
none of the AC 121enbers knew any Thai .. 
The DC 1counterpnrts• 1 for the research effort did.not materialize 
or.took little interest in the research. This was firstly due to a 
financial ·p:roblec. Many DC nationals in the universities hold addi-
tional positions to supplement their_ income. Participating in research. 
wbuid mean a direct losa of incooe and 9 at the time of the link, there 
was no provision to cover this loss if research was undertaken. 
13 
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.Secondly, t!:"lere was an opparent relu.ctanc.e on the: part o.f the f acu.l ty to 
release stc.f:f to work wi t!1 the AC nationals. This reluctance seer;ied 
connected with the apprehension, on the port of ·the senior staff, of 
loss of control in the depar~aent·. Also 7 the ti~ing of the overseas 
training was such that it did not increase the number of .trained DC per-
sonnel avn:ilc.0le for research du.ring the period o~ the link, 
.The DC finc.ncial contribution was the supply of ·building space and 
equipnent. While the working space·was umply supplied, there were long 
delays in o!:;-l:.aining nu.ch of th.e equiptrnnt. This seeoed largely due to 
the adoinis-!i:l'.'ative- proc.:3du.re which r~qu.ires an advan·ced listing of 
needed equ.:i,pnei'.'-t to stand for at least one year before the equipment can 
be obtained. J[n an attempt to speed activ~ty, the AC group did not 
always .follow the established procedu.res ·and this served to reinforce 
feelings of apprehension in the DC staff. 
Finally~ the .bond with Cao.bridge wo.s not str.ong. The students did 
not go to Ca.o.britlge a~1d there was no continuous leadership of· the AC 
group fros Cao.bridge. Hence tI1ere was o. general abs~nce of ·effective .and 
. personal_ contact be.tween the two e;rou.ps. _This is possibly a direct re-
su.l t of the coo.~)lete orientation of engineering a~ Ca.abridge to AC rcon- · 
. . 
cerns. Iti addition, the link did not provide any specific benefit for 
' 
CotJ.bridge or .contribute toward its objectives. 
By contra.st the I!:nglish. language cou.rs~ was well attended and re-
garded. as oont successful •. Here, the objectives were set over_a long 
terci by th.e DC ins ti tut ion in co llnboration with the AC group and in 
full knowledge of the teaching structure. The language courses fitted 
directly in-!;o the existing acl9inistrative and goal structure of· the DC 
ins ti tut ion ancil. country·. Only a small AC group was irivo.1 ved and there 
was no connunication problen in language or in separation of activity. 
l,i, .2 CASE 2: The institutional link between 
The Faculty of Tr~pical M~dicine 
Mahidol'University 
Bangkok,.Thoiland 
The Liverpool School of 
Tropical Med~cirie 
Liverpoolt United Kingdon 
; 
The {nitiation of the link 
Professor Chnmlong Harinasuta, the Dean of the Faculty of Tropical 
Medicine at Mab.idol .University, coopleted his M.D. froo. .the University 
of Medicnl Sciences (now Mo.hid.al) in 191,,,4, and his diplona in Tropical 
Medicine in Calcutta in 1948. He then wished to establish a school of 
Tropical Medicine in Banslrn1ci: but felt he first needed further education 
in the area. At this time the British Council opened an office with a 
liason officer visiting Thailand announcing the possibility of study in 
the Uni ~ed :Ki:'lgdoo. The Dean was advised by an Australian doctor pas--· 
sing throu.e;h Thailand of Professor Maegraith and the Liverpool School of 
Tropical Hcd.icine. :Professor Chanlong wrote to Professor Maegraith and 
arranged a place. Subsequ~ntly .both the Dean and Li~erpool wrote to the 
British Council who funded the three year Ph.D. stu.dy which took place 
fror:i 1951-53. 
In 1956f Professor Maegraith visited Thailand and asked Professor 
Chamlong fo~ core Thai grad~ate student~~ Then in 1959 the D&an proposed 
the Mahidol School of Tropical Medicine· to the National Edu.c"ation Council. 
;· 
The NEC approved nncl WHO, at the request of Mahidol, asketl the Professor 
at Liverpool to cooe for two conths to advise on setting up the school. 
Since then he has cone eleven tioes in twelve years to assess the pro-
gress of the school and advise on further work. 
The objectives of the link 
The· objectivis of the link were set by the DC institution·itself in 
consultation with the AC institution. These objectives were to develop 
a school of Tropical Medicine for research intc indigenous tropical 
diseases of Thailand and to establish a Diplona in Tropical Medicine and 
Health teaching course. With an intioate knowledge of the local situa-
tion, this schooi was.designed to fit the ·local needs and value struc-
ture+ For exo.wple, Professor Chau.long' s own· interest was prioarily in 
research, but he knew that if the School were to be a properly integrtited 
, part of Mahidol University that it must include u strong teaching coopo-
nent. At present the eophasis is ·approxiqately 50% teaching, 50% re-
search. - In the research effortj approxioately 50% of the tine is spent 




Fo~r the JiC iris ti tu.ti on. t11e objectives ware. a sou.rce of medically 
trained ~fh.D. students and acc~ss to the real field situation to which 
·' 
the Liverpool School is oriented~ 
The institutions involved in the link 
'l'he AC :institution 
The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine was established in 1898 
and, initinEy -nt l~ni.st, s~_,,pported hy the Liverpool steamship Owners 
Association. The founding purpose wa.s study of tropical diseases. con-
tractable by sailors on voyage to Africa. Africa is still the chief 
area of in.terel:Jt nnd Thailand is the first interest outside Africa. 
~he Liverpool School hns n 16hg history and a clearly demonstrated 
expertise in the orea of the lini activity i.e. in Tropical Medicine.-
1t has had previous experionce in managing relations with DC 1 s. Its 
mandate is oriented directly ·toward DC issu.~:s and had 1 core' funding which. 
ensures a stable and continuing career pattern for those directly con..:. 
cerned with DC problems. As n result it is likely to have a large mea-
sure of comm.0:1 interest with a DC ins ti tu.ti on and a genuine expertise 
to contribute.· 
The DC institu~ion 
. The Mahidol F<icu.l ty of Tropical Medicine did not .strictly exist 
prior to the -link. However, the nu~leus o~ the school contained enthu-
siastic and highly motivated people eager to develop an institution of 
excellence. 
The link activity· 
The link included firstly about 8 students going for advanced de-
grees fron Eahidol to Liverpool. In time order, much of this was done 
before and in the early stages of the Mahidol School. The training, due 
to the large overlap o_f interest of the two institutions, and the tit:J.ing 
provided fa.cul ty who co:q.ld return to work directly in the areas needed 
to build _up the Hahidol School. Approximately one half of the senio·r 
faculty of the school were trained at Liverpool. 
Next, tho link i~cluded ~epeated short term visits by the same pro-





duration took place each yea.r. The purpose was one of assessment of 
previous progress, discussion and consultation.in the developcient of the 
teaching and research prograrames of the school. These visits provided 
continuous o.ncl uniform.appraisal and advice on direction during the de-
~elopment of the Mahidol School. The inte!vals bGtween visits provided 
an opportu.ni ty for t!c.c Mahiclol faculty to proceed on their own, in their 
own way a.nd irnnce develop a large neasure of independence.. There was 
one additional short, expert consultant visit by a professoi again froa 
the Liverpool School. 
F.rom Hay 1968 to October 1971 there wa.s one long term technical n.s--· 
sistance visit fror:i the .AC institution,. The purpose of the visit was to 
execute research and -to help .establish the Department of Tropic.al Nutri-
tion within the Mabidol school with the present d~partment head. The 
present head nnd the expert were gra.duate students together at Liverpool 
and had established a close relationship over n period of five.years 
prior to the ~isit. This field experience directly supported the career 
development of the expert. 
In arranging the 11 expert 11 visits fro1:1 Liverpool to Ma.hidol a clear 
distincti:on was nade between short tern, co11sul tative and advisory 
visits and long term execuiion visits. 
Funding 
The funding was largely provided by the Overseas Developnent Ad-
oinistratf on (ODA). This funding included support of expert visits to 
Mahidol, support of advanced study at Liverpool and sone equ.ipLient 
funding (£16,000) to support the long tera visit and the establishoent 
of the Departoent of Tropical Nutrition. WHO contributed to expert 
visits while IJ.\..EA contributed to s-tu.dent training and equipo.ent. 
Asses~gent of su£cess 
The link was rated as ionensely successful by all persons consulted. 
Firstly, it played a najor role in establishing an excellent school of 
Tropical Medicine in Thailand. This was done by training people in the 
appropriate field and supporting this by expert vi~its to the new school 
to aid su£cessful installation and developaent of the local effort. The 





pend,ent work in an area of direct importance to Thailand.. This· was 
accomplished ~':ly close integration of the training and technical assis-
) 
tance colilpo:J.e::.:.ts. The linlr also. pr,odu.ced a great deal of research· re-
su.l ts during its periacl of existence'. The link continues today. 
No single n.spect stands ou.t as particularly. promoting the\ success. 
Rather it seens due to· an as.semhl-.y of a p.uober of supporting and. well· 
nanaged 
summary & c:rd tical ossesm:'lent 
~he link wns initiated by dir~ct contact between the DC and AC in-
- stitution with eost of the initiative coming from the DC institu~i~n. 
The idea end concept of the link origin~ted within the linked institu-. 
tions again~ chiefly witlii!:l. ~he DC ins ti tut·ion. The link dire'ctly su.p..;. 
ported the· developaent activity of the DC i'nstitu.tion an'd· was basically-
~n. instrume~t for the DC iristitu~ion to achieve its goals~ The link 
was a part (n large part) of nsoiGt.ance selected from a number of areas • 
The knowleci.ge that funding was available played some role in sparking 
off the ini-l;ia.l 'study and the link its elf • 
. There 1·rns also long terw. interest and .thought given to the link ac-· 
tivity prior to ~he link itself in th~ DC institution. Corinected with 
this. thow.ght and the direct initiation was 0 strong and long' tero per-
EJOnal contact betweGn the two groups. The:ob,jectives were se:t by the 
DC institution following this thought with full faciliority and taking_ . ' . ~·.: 
account of tho ZJ.·eedn end cri tcrion set down by the developing coun~ry 
(e.g. the teaching and ~esenrch bnlatice~ the need for extensive field 
work) •. The obJectiv'es 0f' -ti1e link were broadly lo.id out-with the de-
tails left to the institutions. 
·A pronounced feature of the ·link was a strong and inaginative· 
_direction of the link activity by the DC institution. This dire¢tion' 
ensured that the link activity wns oanae;ed to su.pport the pc institution •. 
since there 1-ia.s a' large and ger:rn.ine overlap of cor;m.on 1nterest between 
·the· two ·ins ti tut ions~ this activity al no supported the goals of. the AC 
ins ti tut ion. The A.C group had o. long i)rev-fous experience and demon..,. 
strated ability in the n~ea of activity of the link. As a result it had 
a d.efini te e;.q::>~rtise and coopetepce to bring to the ,collo.borati.on. The 
AC· group also had experience in ounaging AC-DC relation and received 
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core fund.ine; to consider DC issues which provided a bnse for a continu.-
ing career interest in DC issues. 
The training received in the LC ins ti tu.ti on was hmediately appro-
priate to the DC institution nGeds. This was supported by repented, 
short teio visits by senior and highly coapetent AC centre pe6ple to 
advise and aouitor progress of the DC school. These visits provided 
expert advice with intervals in which the DC personnel developed their 
own working nethods and independent abilities. There wao never a lare;e 
number of AC personnel at the DC centre to inhibit independent dovelop-
nent. There wa:s always a clear distinction between the role of long 
and short tern visits8 
5. THE FACTORS DISTINGUISHING SUCCESSFUL LINirn 
The chief purpose of this study is to identify those jactors ~hich 
distinguish the su£cessful froQ the less su£cessful links. In this sec-
tion the results of this identification are presGnted. In practice the 
factors which emerged arG very interdependent. To discuss then, however, 
it is convenient to divide the link into sections su£h as its initiation, 
the settine; of its objectives and its overseas training conponent, and 
to treat the factors as independently as possible. These factors are 
then brought ~ogetber and their strong interdependence is emphasized in 
the final subsection 5.8. 
5.1 The initiation of links 
The relation between the way in which the link was initiated and 
its subsequent success is indicated statistically in Table 5.1. In the 
Table, the narmer of initiation of each link is classified into one of 
four different- categories. The Table suggests that links initiated by 
direct contact betw~en individuals in the respective institutions tended 
to be core su~cessful than thooe initiated by a third body (e.g. a 














'.I'l-lE: METHOD OF INITIATION OF THE LnlK AND THE LINK SUCCESS-_ 






-Via third body 1-
By third body 3 
Initiation by direct approach from the DC institution 
to the AC-institution 
H 
4 
Via third ood.y initiation by o_ne institution through a third body who 
locates the other institution 
By third body-- initiation by a third _independent group which brings 
'• 
the two institutions to"gether 
2/All the Tabl~s will ~onsidor only 16 links .since link 
No. 12 ii too rece~tly formed ~o.jud~e the success. 
\_ 
on the basis of interview coouent, a nuober of interrelated reasons 
. eoerged which su.pport (~ad part_ly explain) this characteristic~ . 
Firstly, in thia cases:o~ initiation by>direct contact the idea nnd 
concept of the link originated within one of the ins ti tu.tions ~- This was 
usu.ally within tbe DC institution. As a result'· sooe detailed thought 
about the _ l il'ik, its purpose. nnu .role had occurred before the initiation. 
- . -
Pii.rticu.larJ_y, the conc,ept of _the link energed from the int'erests o·f the 
insti tu.ti en and was generally, ob::fe:tved to neet its nee.ds. Also, the 
jirect initiation by the institution itself ~uggested a degree of in-. \ 
terest and ootivtition thai:; was likely to ca~ry the _link through any s.u.1?-
sequ~rit set backsA 
on the other hand i:f the initiative came'fr9m outside either insti-
tution, "the concept ~and idea will also have been developed outside. _In, 
these cases, the. link. was· not ''obvio~.sly the best solution to the ins ti-" 
tutional ne'2ds. Also~ there was no evidence of comr:iitment to the link -
and the ap,Parent initial interest may have been largely a response to n 
funding opportunity :rather than a gen-w.ine interest in' the link itself. 
This difference in level of motivation for the link ~eeri~d the nost im-
portant _featnreo 
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secon.dly~ for the two centres to be able to select one another, a 
number of characteristics, which we will subsequently see are associated 
with succe:rnful links s must have been present. For example, for the DC 
centre to lmo-vr of the existence and interests of the AC centre, in most 
cases it raeant that the AC centre had do;ne some work previously in DC's• 
Hence the· AC centre selected usually had some previous experienc-e and a 
direct interest iri Dd issu~s. Also, in the directly initiated links 
there was usually a large overlap of common interest between the two 
centre.s. Lt the same time, the contact usually resulted from direct or 
indirect ~ersonal contact~ This personal contact allowed the link to 
'.~ 
develop slowly and provided detailed information on the appropriateness 
' 
of the institutions and the most profitable areas for e~operation. It 
also guaranteed the amiable_ personal relations which seem so important 
in link ventures. 
since direct initiation of a link requires a previous knowledge of 
the opposite institution, it was interesting to trace this knowledge 
back to the original source. In tracing back the contnct, it turned out 
that in a large number of 1 inks~ the initial contact which led to .the 
link could be traced back tci an AC national working in a DC while only 
in a few links could the conta6t be traced.to a DC national working oi 
studying in the advanced country. This point is displayed statistically 
in Table 5.2 
TABLE 5.2. THE LINKS AND THE TYPE OF CONTACT BETWEEN THE.DC 
. AND AC TO W~.ICH THEIR ORIGIN CAN BE; TRACED 
Origin tracuble to Number of links, 
AC National at DC 9 
DC National at AC 2· 
Previous link cont net 2 
Neither 4 
From interview discussion the role of the AC national is firstly 
as n provider of information on AC institutions and-secondly as a pro-
vider of personal contact and introduction. In many cases the .sub-





Table 5 .l we nae '!;hat mu~ch of the initiating contact was from .the DC to, 
AC, ~this iui-biutive wus ofteJ?. mode by or in close· collaboration with an 
AC national in the DC cent:rce. 
In the.two cases in ~hicb the contact could.be ~raced back to a DC· 
national studying in the AC, th.e 1 ink was initiated more than ten years 
after the study took p:~ace Q Thu.o ," while ·ratile 5 .2 ~u.ggests that _AC 
nationals in DC's are more effective than DC nationals in AC'S i~_pro­
motirig link contacts'· it may be a question of time delay rather t:µan any 
aboolute difference. This {s po~sible since most links ari associated 
with senior p0'ople in the DC institutions (Gee Table 5 nl2}. 
prom Tnble 5 .l we. also see that most. of the observed links .were 
initiated by direct contact between the two centres rather than via or 
by ~n indepcmdent body -~cting as a go-between. This is. not a useful 
. st.atistic ·from a prediative .view poin·t since the purpose is to pro'mote 
succ~ssful links rather than to simply promote- a large, number of iinks 0. 
Firially, Table 5.2· also sugg~sts that links theciselves do not have 
u large inu.ltiplier effect• in producing further links. Here again, 
though~ 'there mc:i.y be ~ problem of time delay. 
Jn traci~g the initiation of links 1 ~t appeared that the knowledge 
that funding· was available for a link acted.as a strong stimulus or 
spark for the di~ect initiation. 
5.2 The objectives of links 0 
Thp setti11g of appropriate and realizable objectives seemed the 
most deci~ive fact~r in settirig the ultioate level of su£cess of a link.~ 
These objGctives mu.st be nppropriata to the needs and interests of each 
centre (particularly to those of the DC ce~t.re )·. . They must also be 
realizable given the limits and mandates· of the paired ins ti tut ions·. 
In Table 5.3, the way in which_ the objectives were established, 
which reflects the soi:n:ce ~:rf ·the objectives, is divided into t~ree 
categories : , · 
(a) thoae set following a. survey of the developing country 
by en AC national; 
. (b) those set du.ring a long collaboration between AC and DC 




(c) those set essentially by the DC institution on its own. 
TABLE 5,3, THE METHOD OF SETTING TEE LINK OBJECTIVES AND LEVEL OF LINK SUCCESS 
. . . . 1/ 
. Method of establishing the obJectives-
Use of DC centre recommendations 
Long term collaboration by DC-AC . 
personnel working in the DC centre 
~ survey by the AC 
212 - objectives source unknown. 
Level of success of the link 
L M H 
4 2 
2 
The relation betwean these methods and the subsequent level of 
su:ccess of the link suggested first that links in which surveys by AC 
nationals were used to set obj~ctiveo tended to be less su£ceseful. 
In the cases in which an 'AC survey was used, the purpose of the 
survey was both to decide· whether to support the link and to set the 
objectives. In each.case the survey.was associated with a link initi-
ated by a fund~ng agent. This association is almost inevitable since 
the idea of the link originated outside the two institu~ions and an idea 
or concept implies o?jectives. 
Du.ring interview, a. number of issues emerged which support the 
above point~ Firstly, the. short AC survey had little time to develop 
a feeling for the local situation and hence was unable to gauge or 
furesee the implications of the suggested course of action •. For example, 
·in both cases the objectiveo suggested by s'<.i.rvey did .not fit into the 
DC administrative and value system. ·This led.bo~h to difficulties in 
·execution and to a low level of enthusiasm since accomplishment in the 
link· activity was not fully recognized ao accomplishment in the develop-
ing country·at large. There was also suggestion that some of the AC 
surveys appeared brisk, critical and lacking in understanding of the DC 
centre. This generated some sensitivities which set the link on a less 




able to tnl:i::: full account of the ins ti tu.tions and people who wou.ld sub-
sequently l::e involved.. FinGi.lly, .the obj.ectives appeared imposed from 
without and hence there wao c reduced .commitment to thelil. There is a 
na·tural hu.oan t.enden.cy to be more enthu.oin.s;tic and committed to one's 
own ideus and.objectives,; 
Jn.three cases therG were AC surveys of the link possibilities with 
the purpose of lioiting objectives and nsGessing whnt contribution the 
AC ins ti t·c:d;ion cou:ld make·• These surveys were distinguished from the 
objective setting surveys in two most ir;1portant aspects~ Firstly, they 
were associated ._with links that were ini ti~ted by direc_t contact between 
" 
two centre(;" and in which the objectives of the link had been previously· 
proposed by the ·nc centre. secondly, the AC survey was carrie_d out by 
a member of the AC ins ti tut ion with the purpose of assessing the area of. 
comli.lon interest and deciding where the AC· institution expertise- could 
apply. ·Effectiv.e o.ssessc.e:.1.t here requ.ires an inti.mate knowledge of the 
AC ins ti tu.ti on rather than of the· DC•- These surveys resulted only in 
limiting the objectiveo to t·hose nreas in which the AC institution could 
contribute. 
The relnticn between this type of survey und link success indicated 
that ourveys of the DC iiisti tu:tion by m.acibers _of the AC institution with 
the purpose of l ini tfo.g ·previ_cn:i.sly estnblished DC objectives were us-
·soci~ted with uore su~ceosful links. 
Finally, iron Table 5 .3 we see tho:t links in which the objectives 
originated within a DC insti tu.tion were the oore successful links. Ob_-
jectives originating within the DC institution wer~ set either by long 
tern consultation between the DC p~rsonnel and AC naticinuls working in 
the DC -centre or by the- -nc personnel" alone. Al though we have dist in ... 
gu.ished between these tivo c.ethods iri Tab~e 5 .3, it was difficu.1-t in sone 
cases to eotnblish exactly 11here the objectives originated and to what 
extent they had b~en influ~nced by or discussed-with AC nationals •. This 
distinction do~s not seeo itJpo:.rtnnt fron n link success point of yiew.· 
Both were i:-.ssoc iated with links ini tinted by direct contact between. the 
two linked inst:i. tu.tions. 
The objoctives originating in the DC institution did not suffer 
from the proble2s oentioned above. Also, they took account of the in-
.. 
:-·,, 
terests of thG ins ti tut ions, the cn.pabili t.y of the peoplG and incor-
porated n.n intinate knowledge of the local value and adoinistrative 
structure •. 
Finally, the cases suggested little definite with regnrd to the 
flexi~ility of the objectives and link su£cess. Generally~ in lin~s 
that were initiated directly, the objectives were broad but well de-
fined. Those sGt by third parties tended to be oore f.ully defined in 
detQ.il. 
5.3 The nature & field of link activity 
There was no clear relation between the nature and field of the 
. link activity and link. success. 
The activity undertak0n in the links is analysed in detail in ·AP-. 
pendix A according to both the field (agriculture or engineering) and 
the nature of the activity (teaching 6r research and development). In 
this analysis, no relation between the success of the link and the field 
or nature of the work being pu.rsu.ecl was.found. Hence~ it appears that 
operational and managerial factprs rather than subjebt natter factors 
are responsible for the .levels of su~cess. 
Considerine the sun totnl of the ~ctivity in the links, it is in-
teresting tba·(; D.ost of the activity wa.s centred in the fields of engi-
neering an~ natural sciences with sooewhat less activity in agriculture. 
This weighting of activity appears oost appropriate to a largely iridus-
trializecl nation which is also reasonably dependent on agriculture •, 
.rather than one which is largely dependent upon its ae;ricul tu.ral produc-
tion. This weighting differed from that .found in the UNDP ai~ (rather 
than link) projects17 where the bull~ of the· acti'vi ty was in the field of 
ugriculture nncl engineering with little activity in the natural sciences. 
This difference between aid and link projects suggests that an:a.id pro-
ject is oore able to reflect the priority areas of_. the DC country while 
a. link project oust take account of the field of interest and expertise 
of the AC institu.tion. .Also, subjects which vary less from country to 
co~ntry (e.g. the natural sciences) a.re oore likely to be suitable for 
link activity if the P..C institution i~ not able to orient its prograooe 









The li:_'lI:: effort v;as largely consumed in teaching and R and D. This 
emphasis on. type ·of activity again reflects the areas in which the;-_AC 
institutions have a competence to offer. rt again contrasts the UNDP 
project emphasis which was in teaching and in iI1formation services with 
R and D being only 11% of the total activity. Also, in general the link 
' ' 
effort was oriented townrtl developing indigenous ability via training 
and co-ope.rative B. f!:. J) rnther t'han oriented toward direct execution of 
projects. FroL'.l the need cited in the introduction and discussed· in 
section 6, this orientation gives links an enormous advantage. 
5.4 Technical as~ist~nce visits 
Host links involved 'technical assistance visits of the AC institu--
tion personn2l to the DC institti:!iion. These visits are categorized byg 
{a) the number of personnel involved in a given visit; (b) the length of 
'the ·v,isit, a1:d. ('c) whether 'the visits were r.e:i,:>ented or a one off venture. 
TABLE 5.4. THE LINK SUCCESS AND THE TYPE OF VI.SITS TO THE DC INSTITUTION 
Type of visit by AC personnel to DC Level of success in each· link 
institution 
L M H 
Repeated short visits (small group) 2 2 
Repented short D.nd long·visits 
(small group) 2 2 
No visit·s 4 . 1 
Single long term visit 3 
Unfortu:lateiy ~ these a.spec ts were combine·d ·and there. was simply not 
enough d·ata to separate each facet. of the visit and its relation to link 
success unambiguously. Hence only n combined statement can.be made with 
any confidence. prom Table 5.4 this is that the links tended to be more 
successful if the AC personnel visited repeatedly (for long or short 
periods\ in small numbers (one or two of one time) rather than for a 
single long period in a gr~up • 
~o sepnrnte the 'components of this combined statement we begin by 
displaying the relation between the size of the technical assista~ce 
group and the level of link su£aess in Table 5.5. Table 5.5 suggests a 







· phasized, however 1 that the .large .group visits were also one off ven-
tures while t~e smaller. grou~ visits ~ere repeated with gaps between · 
( . t• t•·· · f~ ~· · t" ) H.e11ce, thi"s.poi·n·t n.r,>erls them. In prac ice 9 · his 10 o en ine op ion. _ -- -
further support. This. support came from interview comment which sug·-
.ge~ted that the size of the. group itself was indeed an i~portant.foctor. 
TABLE 5. 5. LINK SUCCESS & THE NUMBER OF /1C PERSONNEL VISITING THE DC 
INSTITUTION ~T ONE TIME 
·Le'vel of link success 
Number of people 
L M H 
One or two 4 4 
More thun two 3 
5 Links with no visits. 
5.4.1 The size of the technical assistance· 
In the cases involving a large t·eam difficu.l ties in work.ing rela-
tions were cited. These difficu.l ties emerged first from an uninten-
tional colil.petition between· the visiting group and the DC personnel. 
The visi-tfo.g grou.p often took the lead in the technical sphere and this 
on occasion led into the organizntional ~pbere. The DC personnel natu-
rally represented the established authority. .This unintentional co.m-,- ~~ 
petition and existence of a competent additional group in the institu-
tion led to a ::?eelingthat the established authority was being under-
mined·froll! within both in ter!ils of competence and leadership. This was 
especially thG case if junior personnel were working with the visiting 
group and· it was ci te::l as a significant reason why the group found dif-
ficulty in obtaining counterpnrts. This problem is particularly im-
portant in TI::ailand wbere the relations between junior and senior staff 
depend heavily on personal und.arstanding. 
Difficc~.1ty nlso arc;ise through an unconscious by-passing of the 
estnblinhed working channels by the visiting group in an effort to iget 
the job clo::.:.e •. This agairr tended. to su.£me$t that the established au._. 
thority was being undermined. Alsof whe:r: the group wns large there 
tended to be a strong internal alignment within the group and insuffi-
cient conta.ct between thee;roup and the developing country institution 
\__ 
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personnel. ·This led to poor transfer of technique and ideas and.the 
estaolishnent of isolated and separate working pa.tterns. 
Essentially, the impact of the group ~n the developing countiy in-
stitution was too large" The group ;activities could not be effectively 
managed by the institution or Incorporated into the institution working 
pattern. Lt. the same tine the· group tended to work in isolation. leaving 
the institution personnel out or behind. As a result, when the group 
departed the exercise left the institution largely unchanged. 
~ . 
In the caseo involving long residence of AC individuals~ no working 
I . 
·difficulties were cited. This suggests that a single person must work 
sufficiently closely with the .DC personnel that few separation diffi-
culties can arise. Also, in these cases close personal relations de-
veloped (or had been developed previouBly). In one case, however, the 
·counterpart problem was still specifically cited. ,i;rhis experience sug-
gests that when long term technical assistance visits were required 
they, and the 1links, were more successful if the number of perso1;mel 
involved was small (one or two). 
Quite independently, an important negative nspect of large techni-
cal assistance programmes was repeatedly cited. When one group received 
large support by way of equipment and overseas personnel a feeling of 
impotence was instilled in other groups. That is, other groups felt 
that by comparison and without similar hel.P it was impossible to com-
plete with. the aided group~ This tended to reduce the incentive for 
self help ir2 surrounding research groups and oriented mu.ch activity .to-
ward exte:rnc:i.l aid. Thus while a large aid effort can help a particular 
group it can also have a pronounced negative impact on other institutions 
end the overall programme pattern by distorting research portfolios to-
ward those areas which a.re likely to receive external suppo.rt. This 
~eatu.re ofte:!:l accou.ntEJ for mu.ch of the du.plication of effort and for the 
poor communication between 11 &·D groups. 
5 .4 .2 E,epea:!;ed or continuous assistance visits 1 
Table 5 06 ·shows the relation between the level of 1 ink success 
and whether the DC personnel visits were repeated with gaps (gaps in 




the link hwolved a sii1gle continuous visit of AC personnel. The Table 
suggests that i!'.lterrai ttant ratbe1' than coµtim:wus visits were more ef-
fective. (comparison of Tables 5.5 and 5.6 indicates the difiiculty in 
separating the faciors of group size and repeated or not repeated 
visits.) 
TABLE 5.6. THE LEVEL OF LINK SUCCESS AND WHETHER THE ASSISTANCE VISITS 
WERE REPEATED WITH GhPS OR ONE OFF AND CONTINUOUS 
Type of visit 
Repented with gaps 
Single and continuous 
5 Links with no visits • 
L 
·3 
Level of link success 
H 
4 4 
Interview comnent suggested that repeated visits were r.10re effec-
tive because the AC personnel then.came to advise, teach and consult 
with a m.u.ch soaller emphasis.on direct execution of task. In the in-
terv~ls the DC personnel Bust larg~ly get on with execution on the;ir 
own. These intervals provide an opportunity for establishing appro-
priate ·wprking patterns in the new activity.· The form of the visit also 
,makes it clear that the DC personnel ·are in control and must do the work 
if it is to get donea The AC advisor can return to assess progress, en-
courage and saggest new direction but.the ultioate success depends on 
the efforts of the DC personnel. In these circunstances, 'if the link 
work is acconplished,, the colloborntion is mu.ch more likely to impart a 
lasting indigenous ability in ~he DC centre. 
Also, the repeated visits seemed correlated with a well organized 
and competent DC group. Essentially, the DC is able to unpackage the 
aid possibilities and select these parts which they want and the time 
they want theLl. In this sense, the repeated visits reflect a DC group 
·that can mah:e · sood u.se of· link as well as being a contributing factor 
toward the success.· 
5oq.3 The length of technical assistance visits 
The. impact of the length component of a visit on the link is the 
least well su.pported aspect~ Interview comment noted that long and 
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short visits serve different purposes-and that both are importa~t. 
rn a short visit (less than three o.onths); the purpose is to_ad-
vis_e, consult, teach ancl execute previously understood tasks only.· 
There is no tine to understand new issu.es ari.d then· begin ex~cution. 
such visits generally involved senior and experienced AC people to be 
worthwhile. Gince the visit is -short~ it is indeed generally possible 
to get senior AC pa6ple. 
on the othe.r .hand, in a long visit (greater than one year) the ob-
ject is to g0t the AC personnel immersed in an understanding and ex-
ecuting capacity. suc,h people need not be so senior since there ·is more 
time to learn on the job and to acqnire expertise. The long visit _should 
also provide a valued opportunity for the AC person to develop hioself. 
It is unlikely that senior AC people will want or be able to stay for 
,;. 
extended periods. I~deed, given the possible competition proble~s cited 
above, more . junio:ir peo~Jle nay be the most appropriate for extended 
visits. 
Keeping this disti~ction in mind, 6nny DC people quite specifically 
commented that they prefe:rr short visits by highly competent AG people. 
The task can then be well defined and the momentuI!l kept high du .. ring the 
short visits with no time for i!lterest and enthusiasm, to fade. Also, 
.. 
the trainee counterparts can be nore readily assembled for short visits. 
Often the DC centres felt they did not g~t the best possible people and 
felt offended at.being presented.with people who they~ at least, did not 
regard as expert or especially competent. This was particula~ly felt if 
the residence was long. These points are made statistically in Tables 
5.7 and 5.8. Table 5.7 indicates the relation between link success and 
the seniority at the AC institution directly involved while 5.8 displays 
'· 
the relation 0e-tween seniority and the length of visit. The inpc:i:ct of · 
senior people oay be as r:1ucb thei:rr ability, simply by virtue of posi-
tion, to asseuble the facility and cooperation neecled for success as 
their com.petm::ce and experience. 
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TABLE 5.7. THE LINK SUCCESS AND THE AVERAGE SENIORITY or THE AC 
PERSONNEL INVOLVED 
Level of seniority of AC personn.el 
Level of link success 




TABLE 5.8. THE SENIORITY OF THE hC PERSONNEL VS. THE LENGTH OF 
THEIR VISITS 
Level of seniority 
Length of visit visiting P.C person 
L M 
Short 2 12 
Long 26 5 
ThBLE 5. 9 •. LINK SUCCESS AND THE A VER1'.GE SENIORITY OF THE DC 
PERSONNEL INVOLVED 
of 
L8vel of seniority of DC personnel 
involved in the link 
Level of link success 
L M 













There was no apparent relation between the seniority of DC personnel 
and link ~u£cess level ~erhaps because nost links involved senior DC 
personnel (se0 1able 5.9). 
To conclw.de, while short visits see1:i to be favoured, Table 5 .4 
shows that tJo-!.;h long and short visits occurred in successful links. 
sooe tasks siw.ply ma.de long visits necessary. The important point is· 
to identify need and select the appropriate ~isit. 
5.5 The overseas training cooponent 
Al though Du.ch effort was devoted to the role of training in the 
advance~ country and link su£cess, little decisive fron a sta~istical 
point of view emerged. There wns~ f9r cxample 1 no apparent relation 
between the existence anu anount of ·training abroad and link success. 




Firstly, a degree· or _training abroad still carriesi great prestige 
in Thailand~ As a result~ the overseas training component of a link is 
often the chief incentive for the DC institution to ~nter into a link. 
If .~he DC ins ti tut ion can offeJt.' overseas training it can attract and re.,.. 
tain people a::.J.d hence build a reputation in the country at large. At 
the same time there can be an over emphasis on this component to the 
neglect of other aspects which now seem more decisive. 
The overscnis training component is almost always useful. Training 
and experience abroad nlways widens the horizons of the trainee. Jn 
particular it can provide experience in how ·'Rand D' is.done-and what 
methods ~rid management are required to make it su~cessful. The trairiing 
in management and atmosphere required tci develop an active R and D in-
stitution is perhaps the' most u:seful · resu.l t of training abroad - more · 
useful than the knowledge acquired in the su.bject of study itself. rt 
also provides an opportunity to compare two societies in which techno-
logy has flourished to different degrees. 
Much of the gain from this training can~ however, be nullified. if 
there is little support for the. trainee upon his return. Given the 
large nul:lber of students trained abroad, Jchere is still a shortage of 
people, capable of managing' arrtl effecting an R and D programme inde-
pendentl.Y. The present structure of many ins ti tut ions in Thailand does 
not support and encou.r~ge the further development of the trainee. 
Rather, the incentive structure ter,i.ds to dampen and contain enthusiasm 
and effort7 Daking the opportunity costs of remaining in.Rand Dheavy. 
This aspect seeus the most ioportant problem at present. There is thus 
.a danger in euphasizing the overseas training component if it is_ not 
.equally balanced by effort to develop the local institutions. For this· 
reason it may be more productive to support in house or local rather 
than overseas training. 
The impact of the train-iug is greatly increased if it is timed so. 
that the link activity ~t the DC institution is still in progress when 
the_ trainee returns. This means that the trainee can participate in the 
link activity at the DC 'Centre. It also eases the return of the trainee 
and oakes it core likely that soQe of the new activity can be ~etained 
in a pernnnent form. While this is an ol:nrious point is stil 1 seems to 
be miss~d by many institutiono~ 
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At the sao.e time, the training helps t-o -cement the 1 ink by develop-
ing cori.'tact between· individuals iu the DC institution and the AC insti-
tution. This can 1 however, be dou.e only. if the trainees do in.dee-ii go t'o 
the linked ins ti tu.tio~1- rather than· some other ins ti tutio1i. in the DC.· In 
one l~nk, no:1e of the trainees we~1t to the· linked insti:tution. and as· a 
result essentially no contact or coher.ent subject training was poss'ible. 
5.6 The linked institutions_ 
5 .6 .1 . The acl"Janced country ins ti tut ion 
' 
The linl::s tended· to bG more successful· if the AC ins ti tu.ti on re-
ceived. core fti~ding to specifically consider developing couritry problem~. 
BY core funding, we mean direct funding to 'the inst~_tu.tion ( O;t' sec-
tion of the institution) on a continu~ng basis ·to be managed by the in-
sti tu.ti on. ~·Ti th this funding the AC fusti tu.ti on cai1 take a specific 
inte~est iri .DC problems without relying on additional funding.for each 
endeavour. Uith the funding invariably comes a mandate aqd a career 
pattern for so·GJc individuals oriented _toward developing countries. The 
relation bGtween cora f-:.1.i'lding a::J.d success is displayed statistically in 
Table 5 .10. , I:r0erview discussion suggested a number of explanations 
for the relation. 
Firstly, the core fu.ndi:1g provided resource and p~ople to initiate 
links slowly and on an inforra.al basis ·before specific link funding was . 
required. ·This made it o.u.ch easier to initiate a link along the lines 
which appeared most· su.cces.sful in. section 5 .1. por example 1 tlie. period 
of introdu~_tion will provide an opportunity to develop personal rel a-. 
tions and to become familiar with the DC institution and its national 
setting. jbjoctives taking account 6f the lpcal characteristics _and the 
_people who will be directly involved can then.be worked out by the two 
centres. 
TABLE 5.10. LEVEL OF' SUCCESS OF THE LINK AND ITS RELATION TO CORE FUNDING 
OF THE AC INS+ITUTION 
Type of funding 
Core funding cir.internal support 
No core funding 









.secondly, in links involving core funded institutions there wns 
also a high level of gerrti.ine cotJoon interest prior to the link betwe.en 
the two cent1~es. '.This follows l'..iaturally fron the continuing specific 
interest of the AC institution in DC issu~e. Th& correlation between 
core fundi~g and conmon interest is shown in Table 5.11. since there 
. is this direct connection~ one could.equally state that the links be-
tween insti tu.·bions having a. large area of prior common interest were 
more success:l\.:i.l tha.'..1 those in which there was 1 i ttle comt:ion interest. 
TABLE 5.11. LEVEL OF COMMON INTEREST BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS PRIOR TO THE 
LINK AND T~E RELATION TO'CORE FUNDING 
TypG of funding 
core of funding or internal support 
No core funding 









This statenent has soue separate n~aning since in two cases, a 
lack of genu.ine inte.rest in the link activity on the part of the AC in-
sti tutiol'l ·was specifically cited as a reason for the reduced success of 
the link. Gi:1ce link activity is '(or should be) oriented toward DC in-
terests, the demand for connon interest inevitably means a demand for 
DC intereot. ·in the' AC institution ·- unless the' subject matter is cou-
pletely invariant froo co;:intry to country. core funding is thus a 
i::iethocl fo!' pror:wtL1g coooon iEtcrest. 
~ollowinz along this line, in links involving core funded AC in-
stitutions~ the su.bje·ct matter of the link was treated in a manner 
sp~cifically suitable to the developing country. For example, if the 
subject was engineering it was an aspect of engineering part-icu.larly 
appropriate to developing countries.· In the non core·fu.nded cases it 
was usu.ally Q:"' aspect that was conmoh to both .countries or equivalently 
an aspect which is invariant ::1ation to nation. This separation is 





TABW ;;.12. CORE r'UNDING OF THE AC INSTITUTION ,urn LINK SUBJECT MATTER 
OF SPECIFIC RELEVANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Funding Subject not Subject 
spe'cific to· DC· specific to DC 
Core funding or 'internal support 1 10 
rfo core. funding 5 1 
One link falls into both categories. 
/ 
Thirdly, n core f'Jncled. ins ti tu.ti on is more 1 ikely to have had pre-
vious experience in developing countiies.and hence have a-genuine ex-
pertis~ in'activity of special interest to DC institutions. The core 
funded institu.tion will then o.ore lih:ely have a genu.iD:e contribution to 
r.iake and experience il~ dealing with. the special - situations which arise 
in international relations. (E.xperie~1ce and ability in thi's sphere_ 
seeD.ed instrunental .in 1-i:J.k success· in two cases.) Again, fror:i the 
direct relation between core funding and previously demonstrated ,exper-
tise· (Ta~)le j .13) 7 _one could equally state that the 1 inks involving AC 
institutions which had a previously demonstrated expertise in developing 
countries tended to be hlore successful than those involving institutions 
_which did not o ']['his statement i::.1plies an expertise which is particular 
to devel,opirrg cour_itries' aside froci sio.ple expertise in subject r.iatter. 
pou.rthly, since there will be· specific posts in the AC -institution 
to consider :OC issu.es 7 there will bG a greater .likelihood of c~nt_inu.ity 
of persQnnel throughout the link. This will aake repeated visits by the 
saoa person in a given activity a greater ~o~sibility. rt will also re-
_ duce problens associated with change of ~pphasis with change of person-
nel. rt will also increase the likelihood of sustained in~erest in the 
link at the centre. 
TABLE 5.13. THE RELAT~ON BE~WEEN COR~ ~UNDING AND AC INSTITUTION 
EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES PRIOR TO THE LINK 
Funding 
Core funding or internal support · 









Finally, Table 5.11 oho~s thnt a high proportion of the AC institu~ 
tions involved in links received core funding. since core funded insti-
tutions .in· the united Kingdon arG a small fraction of the total, this 
large proportion indicaies that core funding has indeed been effective 
in directing interest tow5rd developing countries and· in pronoting 
links. 
5.6.2 The C.evelopias country institution 
In coouaring the characteristics of the DC institution with the 
. - . 
link su;ccess, 0~1ly one is:rn.c c;oerged as sig~iJicant. That is in suc-
cessful links, the D·J ins ti tu.ti on had a strong directive cn.pac·i ty capa-
ble of selectin~ and nnna.ging the external assistance that it r_equ.ired. 
This relatiorc.ship is '.lisplnyecl statistically in Table 5.14. 











The strOD.2; anC. weak manageD.erit cases of the present study can be 
e losely c01:;:ipared to the 1unpack1ged 1 and 'p'ackaged' node ls which are now 
appearing in e;eneral discussions of transfer of technology. In an 
tunpackagedt ioportation, the ioporter defines the needs and selects 
those conpo::lents fron the nany alternates of technology that he requires. 
The components will often coae fron different places and will be supple-
nented froo tine to tioe by further iapcriation as· new needs arise. The 
conponents are then r:m.naged and asseD.bled by the ioporter oaking use of 
local capabi1i ty 'when 'possible. }J;ssentially the importer is directing 
the interpriseo 
In the •packagedt case, the total requ.ireoent (and hence often ouch 
of the objective) is inported in a lu.Dp froo a single group at a sinele 
-tine. ftlu.cb. oi the oanag~nent and expertise in reasseabling the package 
' a_nd executins the enterprise cones with the package. 
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In the stronger !:!anageoent cases_ in the observed links, the DC in-
stitu~ion bad a ~ell def inetl objective and plan to execu~e these objec-
tives~ It thon selected the technical assistance and promoted the over-
seas traini~~ thai it required via the link as' part of the -0verall plan. 
rt very ouch jointly controlled the link activity with the AC institu-
tion and'was rebponsible for executing certain parts independently. As 
-
a result of tllis independent execution and manageoent, the DC institu-
tion gained both nanae;enent experience and experience in executin,g new 
activity i:2clependently. 'rhus the link left behind it a nu.ch it:lproved 
insti.tution.. 
Jn the weaker nanageoent cases 7 the assistance was often asseub~ed 
outside the DC institution. The link activity tended to be directed by 
the ass is-ta.nee. group - in the absence o.f stran·g direction fr on the local 
ins ti tut ion. since the DC inntitu.tion participated little in onnngenent 
nor was responsible for i~1dependent activity, the link developed little 
independent capability iD the institution. As a result, when the link 
activity ceased the DC institution had difficulty in taking over the 
activity aL'-d the local capn:bility was often not greatly increased. 
) 
TABLE 5.15. THE DIFFEREI~CE IN LEVEL OF RESEARCH, SOPHISTICATION 
.BETVIEEN THE TWO INSTITUTES AND THE LEVEL OF LINK SUCCESS 
Level of link success 
Difference in research- sophi:Sticntion 
L M H 
High 2 , ' 4 1 
Moderate 1 2 2 
Low 2 1 
This c1-0sirG and ability to o.anage the link 'activity should not be 
confused with nn ability in the subject natter of the link itself. 
Table 5 .15 i~1dicates that the difference~ whether high or low in level 
of sophistication, experience or ability betwe~ri the two institu~i6ns 
had no apparent relation to·the level of su~cess. rn fact,· in some 
cases o_f link:J well uanaged by the DC ins ti tu.ti on the chief purpose was 
to take advantage of a large difference in sophistication. The desire 
to -manage a:id direct the activity is 'probably o.os.t closely related to 
link _objectives that support the objectives of the DC institu~ion. 
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5.7 The fundiug of linka 
The inpact of fund.ins on link success has largely been discussed 
in relation t~ other factors. 
The a6st significant feature was the strong correl~tien between 
core fund in~ of the AC i~'lsti tu.ti on and link success. This relation 9ug-
gests that cm efficient u.se of funds for pronoting successful links 
shoti.ld inch:i.de at least a ?ortion of the funds for direct support of 
the AC institution. The reasons for this are discussed in detail in 
section 5.6.l on the cha:racteristicG of the AC institution and link sue-
cess. 
The next ioportant feature was the relation between the raagnitu.de 
of the funding and link success. Table 5.16 indicates that the sualler~ 
less costly.progracines achieved a higher level of success. The cost is 
very closely rileted to t~a size of the AC technical assistance teriu in 
the DC· ins ti tu:tion. 1rhe · drawbacks and pr_obler:is encountered by large 
teams are discussed in detail in section 6.4~1 and essentially explains 
why th~ larger prograomes were less s'uccessfu.l. Larger programmes can 
also have an important negative inpact. This is discussed in section 
6.4.l. 
TABLE 5.16. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE MtGNITUDE OF THE FUNDING AND 
LINK SUCCESS 
Level of link success 
Fundin5 in (£000•s) 
L rn H 
Less thnn 10 3 3 
10-100 ~) 5 2 
Greater than 100 3 
The otbe:r less • fl • .'J]?CCl.L!.C feature which energed was a· relation be-· 
tween flexi?Jility of funding a.nd link success. This_ flexibility was as-
sociated with core funded institu~ions. The flexibility allowed the 
link to 1.Je.dovelopeO, slowly and particularly allowed student training to' 
be <lone first end hence to be oore effectively integrated with the tech-





5 .8 sumwary ;:.,_ interdependence of results 
Jn the l_)receding subsections a number of factors. related to link 
success have been discussed separately. In practice these factors are 
strongly int2:a·clependent with, r:iany appearing together in a successful 
link. f,_s a oumoary statement, one could say that su.ccessfu.l links were 
not associated with a single important factor. Rather the successful 
links met maI:.y or 1::.iost of the conditions associated with successful 
links and theso conditions were rau.tually self supporting. In the fol-
l owing, the isolated fac'tors are pu.lled together and their interde-
pendence is euphaoized. 
For the DC institution a key pre-requ.isite_to the link success is 
a·motivatio:i:. a,nd drive to diavelop its own institution. This leads to 
seeking ou.t the possible ways of building up the institution and a link 
. . 
may play an important role in this development. The link wilf then be 
part of a general plan of developr:1ent and execution in the ins ti tu.ti on 
as a wholeo 
rn pu::rsu.ing the development? the institution is likely to make the 
contacts 7 i:wite AC technical visi to and seek out or use its own funds 
to initiate the link itGelf or ih d~rect ooope~ation with an AC insti-
~ution. This initiation will invariably imply objectives. It then 
almost naturally follows that the objectives will be set in the DC in-
stitution and. t!'lese will support the needs and aims of the DC ins ti tu.-
ti on. As seen from the outsides the initiative will reflect a motiva-
·tion and internal support for the li:ih: which is likely to carry the link 
through poss it) le di ff icul tieo that may arise subsequently. The know-
ledge thnt f'Gnding and specifically interested AC institutions existed 
\ 
was an important stimulus to di1'.'ect initiation. 
on the other hand~ if th•3 initiative cooes fron outside the insti-
tution, there will be no evidence of ge~uine support or enthusiasm for 
the link. In fact~ the reverse mny hold9 that if the link must be se't 
up from ou~sid~ there is probably not su1ficient enthusiasm in the re-
spective ins ti tut ions to fu.l ly suiJport a link. Again, initiation im-
~l ies objectives and, co6ing froo outside, the link objectives may not 
support those of the institc1.tions leading to further loss of support , 




once tho links were initiated a central feature of success was a 
strong 1:1anae;erial mid directive capability· in the DC ins ti tut ion. This 
strength was very nu.ch associated with effectively .time.d and su.i ted 
overseaG tTai;:1ing and technical cssistau.ce vi.sits.· For example, in the 
strong oanageoent cases, the technical assistance.w4s usually kept to a 
nan,ngeable sizG. The visits were select~.d when required or when appro-
' 
priate. r;:i:2eoe were often inters~c,ersed with periods when the ins ti tu-
t ion worked independently to incorporate the activity into its port- , 
folioQ Basically 1 the institution was in control and not overwhelmed 
by the si~e of the assistance. Alternative)y, one could equally say 
that the so.all size of the assistance and periods ?f independent execu-
tion: allo\lmcl th12 institution to reta.in control and' manage the link ef-
Turninc:; to the AC institution, one of the chief difficulties tho.t 
developing countries have in establishing a link is locating ari in-
terested institution in the advanced country. This was often cited and 
l!lany DC iD.oti tu.tions have attempted to forn links but could not find in-· 
te:i;'ested opposite institutions. Sirailarly 1 nany AC groups would like to 
form links ?:n:d; cannot since they have' no funding or mandate for this 
area. O".le in purtict!.la,r felt it necessary to curtail link contact for 
fear of criticise in neglecting their own chartered du,ties. 
·Much of this proclem was reuoved by core funding 'or a specific· 
nandate in the AC institution for interest in developing countries. 
This firstly Dade links possible. rt also allowed these institutions to 
send liaison officers 1 to let it be kno1~1 that links. were possible and 
to establisl~ the conditions in which direct initiation b1?tween the- in-
. I 
stitutions was l:iossible. The nandate also allowed the AC institution to 
specialize i'2 DC problGos so that there was a. genuine common interest 
between the two institutions. and so that the AC group had a special ex-
pertise and. contribution to r:ml:e. , Finally, it provided 11 technical 
working base for technical experts. so that shori 9 repeated visits could 
be arranged and appropriately timed. This base gen~rally made the link 
ouch easier to,ca.nnge for the DC institution. 
we begi:-1 0y citing probleos and ne.·ads as. obtained frou interview 
corment a;.:.d then cite the advantages of links in raeeting these needs. 
This discussion of needs is 1 of necessity, aore subjective than the 
resu.l ts of .section 5. At the sane tioe 3 soo.e previously cited ad-
vantages of lin~s are tested against observations nade in the link 
cases. 
The puxpose of the science based institu~ions in the DC's is ~o ap-
ply science and technolOGY to developsent or to train personnel for this 
application (OJ.'.' :for further training of personnel)• , Since nany insti tu.-
tions are yo..:i.Iit-;', nany are still developing their own capability to ef-
fect ~this np:::::lication. A li:iicor aid prograrme can thus help in either 
the direct ezecution o-f task or in the tlevelopuent of local capability 
to e'xecu.te (or both)., In interview it was generally agreed that 1B , at 
present, the central need ia the developoent of the in~titution•s in-
dependent capability. This can be done by training both locally and 
overseas~ by exp2rience both local and overseas and by pro~rammes in-
volving, tecimical ass istnnce in· the DC ins ti tut ion itself, The basic 
point here is that links have special advantages in aiding this develop-
ment. 
Broadly, 6.ss istance activity falls into -two parts g overseas train-
ing and technical assista~1ce visits to the DC• so we now discuss these 
two facetG a11.c1 indicate the at1vantne;es of l in.ks in each and in pulling 
the twn cooponents together. 
6.1 overseas training 
overseas ·trainine; in any forn carries a high prestige in developing 
countries. Thus an institution which can offer overseas training to its 
personnel is in a nu.ch .better poaition to attract good people and to de-
velop a position of presti~e in the nation. The overseas training coo-
ponent of c,. J.ink or an assistance progra121ne is often the biggest drawing 
card for a DC his ti tut ion o rn sone instances the ins ti tu.tions seened 
consuned with this cooponent to the neglect of other supporting aspects 
which are i'!.eedeJ to Dake this -~:raining effective. This cooponent is 
seeningly straightforwa:rcl to nrrnnge bu.t if it is not carefully planned 
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ouch of the gain is lost u.poi'.l the subsequent return of the trainee.· 
A.none;. tl1e. probleo.1:1 occurring in overs.ens trainine; is t6.e existence 
of n wide range of subjects studi~d overseas and a ·subsequ~nt diffi-
culty in building. cohesive grou.ps concentrating on certain pro bl ens. 
This probleo was noted in both universities and governoent laboratories. 
rts synptocs mm nany soal1 grou.po or individual programnes staffed by 
insufficient. nunbers to carry out the proe;raor:1e effectively. There is 
also a subooi:p .. ;.ent coorn.:mication pro bl en with too few people working ih 
a given area to foro a self supporting conrmni ty. This .is particularly 
inportant wh:::in there is in total a soall nu.ober of scientists working 
in an ntoosphere "lrhich is g<merally unacquainted with their subject and 
needs. 
In an advanced country which trains its own people, there are usu-
ally a_ nu.!:lber of key persons who develop certain fields and gather stu-
dents to these fields• ;Jhile ane can dispute the usefulness of certain 
fields, this gathering serves to build groups concentrating in parti-
cular areaso ·por a developing country which relies on overseas graduate 
training frow many diffi:::rent countries this natural focusing effect is 
absent unless there is deliberate planning for it. 
As part of the study, we exanined the general pattern of training 
of Thais in the U .K. supported by the coloo.bo .Plan - both inside and 
.outside links. Fron this it wao clear that while the diversity still 
existed, the:re had indeed been a great denl of channeling of students 
to selected h1sti tut ions in the united zingd::nn. This cane out in an in-
ter~sting fashion since one of the purposes in examining this pattern 
was ~o look for correlations between institutions which would reveal 
linkn. In fact correlations existed, but most of these had been created 
by the British co~ncil. In spite of these effortsj however, diversity 
persists as a probleo. 
There is the ioportant p:;roblem of the inappropriateness of ouch of 
the trainin,s overseas. This is perhaps Clore in approach than subject 
natter. The training is often c,1one in a way which creates re.liance on 
equipnent and support wl1ich wil~ sioply not be available in the hone 
country. It io often of high ncadeoic standard but includes little 




sh::iultl be executed. For the AC student, this training in gained in the 
few yeors following hi~ formal training in established institutions or 
working with more senior ~eople who have established experience. For 
. the DC student 7 this phase is missing and he returns directly often to 
flounder in an institution where much of this experience does not exist 
and where the atmosphere is not conducive to further personal develop-
ment. This observation is supported by the fact that usually the most 
capable are those ~ho have had ~ome working ~xperience in industry 
a.broad after their formal training. 
Finally, as well as the major problem of hdjustment upon return, 
there is still the problem of adjustment ~f the students to the overseas 
institutions. This problem is reflected in performance in training 
below capability. ·rt comes from studying in an atmosphere which lacks 
understanding of the interests and background of the student and his 
p~oblems of language and socfal adjustment. 
A link~ if orgnnized along the lines of the successful links of 
section 5, cati help solve these problems. Firstly, by establishing a 
few institutions with special interests in developing countries, the 
trc,ining overseas can be channelled to a smaller number of institutions. 
These. institutions 9 provided they have the mandate and appropriate 
funding 7 can then orient part of their training effort toward developing 
countries. This will both help narrow the fields of subject and allow 
the training to be more appropriate and specific to PC needs. Parti-
cularly9 the experience and manngement aspects can be emphasized which 
are not normally part of cdvancetl country training. This training 7 both 
directly and indirectly, in management of R & D and the atmosphere and 
incentives necessary to conduct effective R & D is one of the most im~ 
portnnt aspects of overseas training and needs further emphasis. (In 
t:'.iis regard a Ph.D. seems r;lore effective than an M.Sc. - probably due 
to the increased exposure and acoeptnnce of values needed to gain a 
At the snrne tim~ 9 the link with the DC institution who is sending 
t~e trainees can provide the inf ornation needed to make the training 
npproprinte. It will provide the understanding of the local problems 
c::d information. on the needs around which oriented R & P prograLlllies 
ca~ be established in the AC institution. Perhaps nost importantly9 
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-through the technical assistance component, it will ideally allow the 
trainee to carry his work back to the DC institution and hence make his 
ent!Y home mu.ch smoother. The adju.stment to the DC institution will be 
less severe and some 9f the experience training can be continu2d on to-
ward independent work·. 
Fin~lly, an alternative solution to these problems of diversity~ 
of inapplicability;.of adjustment both overseas and on the return home, 
would be to cu.ild up graduate training in the universities and applica-
tion training in the DC institutions. This latter now seems particu-
larly importa~t. In the Thai universities ther~ is a large enrollment 
at the undergraduate level, but graduate traih!ng and research of any 
kind is still extremely limited
21
• Here too, links between universi-
ties could play an important role ir1 building u.p graduate schools. 
This would be useful· only if the AC university can take a special in-
terest in this activity rather -than r~garding it as an addition whiCh 
is tolerable provided it does not interfere ~ith the normal functioning 
of the univcrsityo 
6.2 The technic~l assistance visits 
Here we examine the advantages of links, in technical assistance 
work to DC institu~ions. This is done firstly by listing the advantages 
that have been cited previously and noting whether these advantages were 
indeed found in the observed links. we then go on to cite advantages 
which emerged from the observation of the links. 
Most of the R a.nd D capabil_i ty (98% is an often quoted figure) re-
sides in the advanced countries. one way to s_peed the application of 
science and -technology to development would be to tu.:rn some fraction of 
this large cnpability toward the problems facing developing countries. 
-An often cited role of a link is as an instrument for creating interest 
in AC institutions in development and turning some of their activity to 
development problems. While the links did indeed create an interest in 
the cases examined, a link on its own ~as not able to turn a~tiv~ty. 
This is essentially bcca:u.se the AC in,sti tu.ti on required a mandate and_ 
funding to undertake work in: this area. In some cases, the interest was 
sufficiently strong that only a mandate would be required. However, for 
the AC institution to shift activity withou~ it would mean neglecting 
I 
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their stated f~nction a.nd hence leaving themselves open for criti9ism~ 
This danger \·ms specifically cited in tw.o cases, The problem of orien~ 
tution of tlrn AC institution a~d its direct relation to c~re funcil.ng .is 
discussed in section 5~6. 
Links ar~ often snid to make the provision of more suitable techni-
cal experts possible. Here, aga~n, this advantage wus associated with 
core funded institutions only~ Otherwise thel-e was no apparent differ-
. ence. rr'he ex1:>erts are also stiid to be o.ble to arrive more qu.:l.ckly • 
. >". 
This appeared to. hold but'o.ga.in wO.s more not.iceable in the links iri-
_volving core funded institut~ons~ 
p!rta.lly, the linked AC institution is so.id to provide a. more stable 
ba.'cl{ground for the experts and n technical bnse that can be consulted 
when they a.re in the developing cduntry. This aspect; particu.lnrly the 
provision of a. stable ba.ckgfound, see~s most i~portant. it {9 ciose1y 
related to the provision of more suitable experts and experts who get 
less anxious in diff:i.cu.lty and hence who a.re more readily able to accept 
arid work-in d.ifficu.lt situations. In the study, the stable background 
was again most closely a.ssociated·with core funded institutions. At the 
same time the.career base oriented to developing countries provided a 
motivation and interest in success. 
Referring to links involving core funded institu~ions, the central 
advantage of a link observed in the study was the. flexibility it provided 
in the technical assistance. It made repeated visits of long or short 
duration possible with a continuity of co1ito.ct over a long tern. This 
flexibility ma.de it possible for the DC i~stitution to manage assistance 
more effectively to suit its own develop1::ient plans. particularly, in 
the most Gffective lie.ks, the overseas training was closely integrated 
with the tecb.L.ical assistance so as to minimize adjustment problebs. 
At the ~aoe tioe~ the link provi~ed a. cost valuable indirect training 
in r.:ianagenent and the needs of effective E q: D insti tu.tions. 
The technical assistance component, at any time, was also gener-
ally soa.ller in link assisted progruorues • .As well ns management dif-
ficu.ltiGs, ln.rge n.ssiota.nce progro.w.oes have another distinct negative 
aspect~ This is the feeling of impotence that the large projects in-
. stil in othe:r grrou.ps. That is~ other groups and other institutions feel 
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that by coopa~ison and without sinilar help it is inpossible to conpete 
with the aided group. This tends to reduce the incentive for self help 
and independence in surrounding R & D activity. Thus, while a large 
nid effort can help a particular group it can also have a pronounced 
. negative iopact on othe:i'.' institutions. since aid agenci·es wish to make 
distinctive and visible impact with their programnes they often delibe-
rately chooce large prograoues. Finally, ·there are a nunber of tech-
nical aspects in which links can play a special role. Of these, the 
two nost iupoTtant are~ 
(a) That the DC institution.can supply reliable saoples and inforoa-
tion on local cu.stoo.s and narket needs to the AC institutions. 
por oany projects, reliable sanples and oarket infornation are 
inperative to operating a realistic programme in the advanced 
country. 
(b) The AC institution can act as a screen and tester for DC institu-
tion produ£ts. In particular; the AC institution can play a 
crucial role in introdu£ing DC produ£t~ into the AC narket. These 
narll:etc often require detailed understanding and persona.I contact 
oakine; them difficult for the J)C fnsti tut ion to penetrate alone 
and froa a distance. 
6.3 suLJoary & areas for ioproveoent 
There has been a large number of bright and well trained students 
emerging from the overseas training pr'og:rammes, yet there are still 
few engaged in R & D and there still remains a great shortage' of per~ 
sonnel capable of condu.c-ting an effective )l ?i: D programme independently •. 
pasically, this is due to the high ca'reer opportunity costs of remaining 
in R & D a:nd the subsequent drain after training to other activity in 
Thailand - mostly ndministrative functions. Thi8 drain is also du~ to 
organizational and management structures in many institutions which can 
make R & D a frustrating and tiring struggle. While Thai organizational 
structure are most effective in areas of traditional activity they do 
not appear to translate well to R & D acti~ity - which isf after allf 
a new activity in Thailand. 
. with this in mind there seems an over emphasis, both in and ou~­
side lihks, on th~ overseas training component and a need for rene~ed 
emphasis on inproving the local environment for R fr D· For links, this 
means more attention to the.·technical assistance component so that it 
may be timed natl organized to support the overseas training component 
in the DC ins ti tu.ti on. Pp.rticular.ly if the. training and activity in 
the AC insti·tu.tion cnn be carried. over effectively to· the DC ins ti tu.ti on 
then the cethods and atmosphere needed to suppo~t R & D can be cairied 
over~ almost inadvertently, with it. 
'Followir::.g up this appar.ent need for management structure to nui t R 
& D in many institutions~ a central need now ~s to have the link ac-
tivity plann0d and directed by the DC ins ti tu.ti on - and here direc-tion 
should be carefully distinguished from control. often the technical as-
sistance component seems to catch the DC institution unprepnied and 
overwhelm it nnd 9 as n result, the link activity does not properly sup-
port the internal programmes. The emphasis should then be_on intro-
du~ing flexibility so that the DC institution can nore easily plan the 
link activity. This direction can also be encou~aged by emphasizing 
experience training oversehs and encouraging visits by more senior peo-
ple to the AC institution. The latter will provide suggestions in mana-
gement' by exposure and information on which to base effective planning. 
At present the senior visits are largely from the AC to the DC institu-
tion. 
Finolly 9 the third basic need is to provide the AC institution with 
a realistic opportunity to get fully involved and committed ~o link ac-
tivity. one of the chief difficulties in establishing a link is loca-
ting an into:rosted AC institution. There were Bany nore DC inEttitutions 
desiring links than AC institutions that could accommodate them. Thus 
the linith1E factor on the nm:iber of links is apparently the number of 
receptive AC i'.1sti tut ions. This, coupled with the strong correlation 
between link success a;_1d core funding of AC ins ti tut ions, suggests fur-
ther core f-::;.nding is c:ritica.l if additional successful 1 inks are to be 
proIJ.oted. 
·-
7. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
The following policy icplications are based on the obs~~ved ad-
vantages and role of links in meeting the needs of DC institu~ions and 
on the study of factors contribu~ing to su£ces~ful links. 
7. l pronotfr,g suceessf.u.l 1 inks 
The study resu.lts suggest that links can be best promoted by cre-
ating the co~;_d.i tio1:s in which mu:l;u.al, contact between DC un_d AC ins ti tu-
t ions is encouraged ra:ther than by explicitly <Juking the contact. Those 
institu.tio:'ls i;·rhich have the gem1.ine uotivation for a link will emerge to 
Dake the contact~-- The con.di tiorrn can be improved by: 
(1) providing core funding and a oandate· for selected AC ins ti tu.tions 
to becoue involved in be problems. Jn soce cases only a oandate 
would be required. 
(2) Making ln:own to DC ins ti tut ions -that funding for 1 inks is avail-
able. 
(3) ~ncou~R7l.·~~ v1·a~+s· +o .!.:J . ..:.C!,(.:; .L~{::.J a.J.LV 'U developed countries by AC nationals. (The 
older liaiaon officer concept seebed qU.ite effective.) 
( 4) supporting visits fJy oore senior DC ins ti tut-ion J.J.eobers to AC in-
sti tu.tions. (In the cases s.tutlied (3) was nore effective than 
( ~).) 
(5) centerine conferences around institu~ions and making institutional 
visits ~a'd; of conference prograoo.es. 
_ (6) Encourae;inc; and supporting manage1::;egt training in how to organize 
R & D i:wolv~ng oore thcin one institution in developing countries. 
(7) particu.larly, an inventory on institutions and their objectives 
has b0en proposed for proootirig links.· The study resu.l ts quite 
definitely su~gest that this should not be used by an independent 
agent to natch or pair institutions. Rather~ it should be used 
aa an inforo~tion source for the institu~ions thenselves allowing 
theo-to oake or not to oake th~ contact on ~he basis of the in-
foroation. 
7.2 supporti,ns successful links 
To su.ppoxt successful links, the study results suggest the fol- · 
lowing,pointsc 
objectives 
Allow the DC institu~ion to set the link objectives, either alone 
or in collaboration with the .AC inst,i tut ion, to. meet the overall objec-
* tives of the DC institution o ·rn,this regard9 
(1) short surveys by the AC to assess need arid to set objectives do 
not s'?eD. asefu.l. 
(2) Howeve:r 9 visits by the AC institu.tion to limit objectives to those 
realizabl0 by the AC institution are worthwhile. care should be 
taken to limit only rather than modify. 
(3) For long term links, broad but well defined objectives were pre-
ferred~ The requirement of detailed objectives can redu£e flexi-
bility and the opportunity to meet changing needs and circum-
stanceo. 
Funding 
(1) core funding of AC institu~ions for development problems. should 
be conoidered as part of a program.me t'o support ·links~ 
.(2) pundinc for snaller links should be increased. 
(3) Funding at a lower rate for a longer period should be considered. 
Particularly, some rpre-linkr-funding should be considered to 
allow links to develop slowly and begih with overseas training • 
overseas .l. •• tJra:i.n1ng 
(1) :3::xplicit r.J.ana[;er:::1ent training and exposure to industrial applica-
tiorr should be eo:;_:ihaoizecl. 
*This is not abdicating the setting of objectives to meet nationnl need: Rather the 
objectives of the.DC institution should have already been set (and approved by govern-
ment) to meet this n~ed, The supporting agent, of course, always reserv~s the right. 




~ . . 
(2) visits" ')y senior DC peopla for survey of manageCTent ·t,echniqu.es and 
operations. (and to prooote contact) should 'b'e encour·aged •. 
(3) Tra~nins should be ti~~d so thdt·it can be cost readily integrated 
with the technical ~ssi~tance activity~ 
~ - . . 
(4) wherev~r poeeiblei tlie traineeci.should go t6 the linked institbtion 
" 
rather than SO!tle. othe1~ institution in th~ AC! 
"(1) soan nooistance efforts involving individuals or pairs ra.ther 
than a large group should be favouxed. This makes the activity 
more nami.geable for t,he DC institution· and reduces the negative 
aspects of large efforts. 
(2) rntesrate technical assistance with training. 
(3) A clear distinction between the role of lon~ and short visits is 
uost inportant ~ 
short visito by senior people should be for teaching 1 consulta~ 
tion or executiori of precisely defined work only (these visits 
were highly favoured) • 
lone; visits by more junior people should be for execution and 
learning on both sides~ 
(4) periods in which there ·are no' visitors is useful. 
(5) continuity of personnel shou.ld ~:rn encouraged. 
(6) 'In hou.oet training scheneS' and training in local universities 
as a w.et~wd .'of bu.Pding local capability should be encouraged. 
0 . 
o • DIRECTIOllS FOR FUTilllE \VORIC 
\ 
I 
This stu.µy cor..s itlered -the small sample: of links ·between ins ti tu:'... 
ti.ans in the U .X. and .Thailand. It has been essentially a pilot study •. 
Many interestine points have emerged but the convincing substantiation 
I ' of these poili-'cs is limited .by the small nunber of hnks considered. At 
·!;he same ·l;ioe, some of the findings do not agree with previous findings .. 
For exar::iple, a Ul1.8SCO 14 study ·of interuniversity cooperation cited the. 
' 
existence of a thresho.ld time (six months) 'below which· effort is not 
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reo.l ly u.sefnl. The present .study suggests thnt both long and short 
·visits are u.Gefw.1 1 th-2i:r valu.e being closely related to purpose and the 
experience of the .people involved. ID fact, sh~rt, well· defined vifrit~ 
by senior pGople secoed favoured. Clearly, these points need further 
substantiation. The present results nay also be specific to the U•K• 
and Thnilan.:'l. •rhe first need in future work thus seems to be a study 
of links ou.tside the U•K• - Thai cases. 
Links a~'ld collaborations· h1 the connercial sphere huve not been 
• . 22 
considered a-tall hare. f;_~ain, previou.s study suggests that.techni-
cal assis~a~ce in this sphere can be effective - particuiarly if inte-
grated wH.h i::;overnmer:.t and aid efforts. A study of this sphere and its 
poosible relation to links seems Dost worthwhile. 
Finally, there has b0en '.)Illy a oost superficial comparison of link 
activity witl'l aid. pxojects iu the present stud-y. This superficial coa-
parison sur:;cests th~t in o.any task areas link supported prograr:m.es would 
be found to ·;y) r::iore su.cccssfu.l than aid prograomes. This seems an in.-
tcresting area :for furthe:r study. 
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THE TP....AI-U.X. LnTirn BY FIELD AND NATURE OF ACTIVITY 
In this Appendix 9 the activity in the Thai-U.K. links is .displayed. 
The purpose of the display is firstly to indicate in what areas the a.c-
tivity i~ con~entrated and secondly to demonstrate that there was no 
apparent relation between activitf type and link success • 
To describe the specirmn of activity 9 we distinguish first between 
the nature of the activity (i.e. research or teaching) and the field 
(i.e. medicine or engine~ring) of the activity. To classify the nature 
f ' , t . . t th F t . 1 23 t . o ~ne ac 1v1 y 9 we use e rasc~ 1 manua ca egories. 
the.activity intog 









& Experimental Development) 
& Technical Services) 
& Training) 
This breaks 
(d) AST (Application of Science & Technology in the production 
of Goods & Services). 
These categories describe the nature of link activity in a straight-
forward manner except STS. Here 9 STS will denote the transfer of infor-
mation between the two linked groups. Often this transfer was much more 
than simply an exchange of technical reports or papers. It included 
specific and personally counselled inf~rmation on matters which could 
involve the ~pposite institution in a specific search or task (e.g. 
sc-,nple categorization and sample testing). When such transfer was fre-
que~t and centred on the same subject it wns denoted co-operntive re-
search nnd pluced under the R & D category. Finally 9 AST is interpreted 
ea apecific bilot project operations or market introduction of developed 
product as against development of experimental or bench model product -
which ~as denoted as R & D •. 
To describe the scientific field~ we use the Unesco classifications: 
(a) Natural science (including bioscience) 
(b) Engineering 





'Table _p __ l shows the level of activity in the links in the a.hove 
categories. A link is counted uore than once if core thnn one type of 
activity was involved. FOr the narrow sample of links between the U•K•, 
and Thaila:o.d 9 there is a heavy weighting of activity hi the natural and 
engineering sciences. 
This weighting sugge::its ti;-ro points. Firstly, sooe subje_cts and 
fields are essentially invariant to location. Mathenatics·, for exi:unple·, 
will be la1~5ely the same everywhere. AS we LJ.ove from physics and chem-
. ' 
istry through engineering·to oedical sciences the field will become in-
creasingly location specitic until we reach certain areas of tigricul-
tu.re where the subject may be so location specific· that an expert fron 
' 
~nother region can coritribut~ little oµ a foreign location •. From this 
point of view a weighting of link activity in those fields which are 
most invuriar:t. is to be· expected from .·a common interest and expertise' 
point of view. 
_secondly, the -U·K• is basically an industrial nation which relies 
heavily on an expertise in applied natural science and engineering. 
Again, frora an expertise point of view, it is natural for Thailand to 
look to the U•X• for links in areas where the U•Kt has a decided contri-
bution to make .• 
on the other hand~ one is certainly at liberty to ask whether the 
subject mat-Ger is appropri.ate to Thailand., a nation for which approxi-
mately 90% of the GNP is.earned in agriculture. 
. rn Tabl.e A2~ the level of success achieved in the links is shown. 
as a ·function of 'the co:l;egory of activity involv.e4. Again a link is 
counted aore th~n o~ce if it involved more than one typ~ of activity. 
·There was sobe difficulty in assigning a su~cess raiing to soae of the 
STS activity sirice the objectives of some· of it was limited. rf the ob-
jective was simply excho.nge of papi::r not involving c.ou.ncil or discussion, 
then the link was assigned only a r:i.oderate success .rating even if the 
objective wo.s ful~y net (since sinple paper transfer does not seem to be 
' 
very su.ccessfu.l in developing·ii1digenou.s ability). 
rhe rab!e p_,_2 suggests no decided relation between the su.cceso of 
the linl{ and the natu.re of the link activityo rn a given link there was 




TABLE A1. THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY (HIGH; MODERATE, LOW) IN THE THAI - U.K. LINKS BY 
FIELD AND BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
Field of act1vity No.ture of activity 
Level of Natural Engineering Medical Agriculture R&.D STS STEP nctivity sciences sciences 
High 2 3 1 1 4 1 4 
Moderv.te 5 3 2 5 3 3 
Low 1 1 1 1 1 
TABLE A2. THE LEVEL OF SUCCESS ACHIEVED IN THE THAI - U.K. LINKS IN EACH OF THE 












































'THE . LINK CASES 
1. Lpplied Scientific Research 
Corporotion of Thailand 
Bang Khen, Bangkok 
~;. Depnrtnent of Electrical & 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chulnlon[;lrnrn University 
. Bangkok · . , 
3. Asiari Institute of Technology 
Henri Dunant Rqad 
~ Bnne;kok 
l.::. Dep6.rtnent of Orsnni·c Chenistry 
~110.hidol University' 
Rnno.VI Roncl, Bnn5kok 
5. Applied Scientific Research 
Co~poration·of Th~ilnnd 
(cs. above) 
S. .Lsinn Instittite of Technology 
{ . ) 
\Ll.S nbove 
7. Lsion Institute of Technology 
(as above) 
8. ~isheries Technolosy Laboratory 
Depnrtnent of Fisheries 
Few Road, Ba:nglrnk 
Faculty o~ Science 
Chiunc; Mai University 
Chinns Mai 
10. Lpplied Sci~ntifiri.Research 
Corpor~tion of Thailand 
Bang Khen, Ba?gkok · 
11. Fn:cul ty of Tropical Medicine 
Mahidol Univ~rsity 
RruJ.a VI Honcl 9 BanBkok 
I .. 57 
TroRical Products Institute 
56/62 Gray's Inn Road · · 
_London, W. C. 1 
De~artnent of'Engineering 
Canbridge University ' 
Cnr:J.bridge 
_Depo.rtoent of Civil Engineerins 
University of Newcastle 
Clurenont Road 
Newcastle.Upon Tyne 
Tropic.al Products Institute 
(us 0bove) 







Building Resear~h Section 
Garston, Watford 
Torry ~esearch Station 
Mini~try of Agriculture 
Fisheries & Foods 
P~O. Box 31 
Aberdeen 
Fac_ul ty of Science 
Aston University in Birninghan 
Bir:oinghao 
Scottish·Textile Res~arch Asso~. 
Kinnoul Roacl 
Dundee 







12. Faculty of Aericulture 
ChianG Mai University 
Chian3 Mai 
13. Tnkfa Cottoh Developnent Project 
. Departr'lent of A[;ricu~ ture 
~ang1:;ol5: 
' 14. Applied Scientific Research 
Corporation of Thailand 
BanG Khen, Bangkok 
15. Lsinn Institute ~f Technolocy 
16. Departnent of 1'1ine1·nl Resources 
Ministry of Industry 
H,n,:m VI Rond, B r:i,nc~rnl' 
17. Departoent of Encine0rin5 
Khon Kaen University 




Cotton Research Association 
12 Chancery House 
Eccleston Street, London, S.W. 1 • 




Building Research Station 
(as above) · 
Road Research Laboratory 
(ns al)ove) 
Fire Research . 
Ministry of Technology 
Mill BnnJ.-i: Tower 
Engineering Departaent 
University of Dundee, Dundee 
Ov~rseus Geological Suiveys· 
Institute of GeoloGical Sciences 
5 Prince 1 s Gate, London, S.W~ 7 
Departoent of Engineering· 
University of Manitoba 
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li.PPENJ)IX C · 
'l'HE cmtTRIBUTOD.S TO. THE s TUDY 
'Hr. J"ncques ll..neo 
• 
1lfr. Arun 
f.1ro Lo Cfo Baily .. 
Dr. Banchn Udoosakdi 
lJr. Bnnyon Sutaret 
Dr. Boon· Indrnobnryn 
Miss Bung-Orn Kaseosarn 
:?rof. Cho.i Mukte.bhant 
Mrn• Cho.lerow~n Choosup 
Dr. qhqolong Harinnsuta 
Dr~ J.C.L. Chang 
Dr. ~-fore Chapdelaine 
Dr. Chien Chu 
Mr~ C~oo-Kiet :rt&arat 
Departoent of Sociolocy 
~Chulnlonskor~ Univ~rsity 




Fisheries ·Technolo~y:· Ln1)oratory 
. . . 
Developoerit'Secretary (CIDA) 
Canad~nn .En1Jassyp ·Bangkok · 
Actine; Director 
Chenical Technology Group 
Applied Scientific R~search £o~p • 
. of Thailan.d-·(ASRCT) . 
Cottori Project 
. Dept. of Agric~lttire; Thailand . . . .. 
: Research Director 
Environnental & Ecological Research 
' Institute, (ASRCT) 
Directorp· Fisheries Technology Lab. 
. Departoent of Fisheries 
Dean 9 College of Engineering 
Chulalongkorn University 
Jl_cting Director 
Thai National I>ocuoentation Centre 
.Bangkok 
Pro£essor &.nenn 




vi~e-President f6~ Developneni 
Asian Institute of Techn9logy 
Unescop Paris 
UNIDO Advisor~ (ASRCT) 
. . 
Cotton Project Leader 




Er. Gr nha.o 
Dr. G.E. Howard 
?rof. P.C.G. Isaac 
Prof. J.H. Jones 
Hr. Joseph 
Dr. Kaochorn Manoonpichu 
·Dr. Xasen Balajivn 
:L'.r. I\nseose,n SuwarnnrG.t 
Vr. W~ Kinnihurgh 
Dr. 1irnchnn13 Puntunawin 
Hrs. Daisy Low:m 
Dr. J.K. Lubbock 
.4 
.. " 
Dr. M.G. McGa.rry 
L_____ 
Advisor 9 University of Alberta-
Thailand Coopre~ensive School. 
Project 9 Thailand 
Road R~search Laboratory 
Crowthor~e 9 Berkshire (Visitinc LIT) 
Torry Research Station 
Aberdeen: 
Tropical Products Institute 
London 
Departoent of Civil Engineering 
Universiiy of Newcastle 
Tropical Products· Institute 
London 
Division'of Traniport Eneineering 
Asian Instttute of Technology 
Overseas Developoent Adoinistrntion 
London 
Dean of Medico.I Science 
I 
Hahidol Uni.versi ty 
Resenrch Director 
Minerals & Metals Group (ASRCT) 
Departoent of Sanitary Engineering 
Departoent 6f Public Health 
Govermient of Thailand 
Deputy Director 
Overseas Division 
Buildinc Research Station 
Faculty of Science 
Mahidol University 
Unesco_9 Paris 
Foroerly Vice President & Lcadeoic 
Dean 
Asian Institute of Technolosy 
Tropical Products Institut~ 
London 
Associate Professor of Enaineerinc 





Mr. F.G. Nicholls 
\. 
· .Mr. Nitasna Pichitnkul 
f!l::c. JToi ?lylmue 
~ ' 
Ers. ?. Dnndhnrnngshi. 
Mr. Pnitoon Sayswnnt 
Dr. ·?a.net Migasenn 
Prof. W.G.S. Parker 
Mr. :Perrins 
· ~rof. M.B. P~scod 
Dr. ?rnsit Charoenkul 
ff.r. ?recha Phonpraserth 
Mr. Dill Prewitt 
Dro ?uey Un13phnkorn 
f 
':t Dr. Lawi Bhavilai 
~ 'j,· 
Miss Bnrbarn Richards 
Mr. Stariley.Richnrds 
Tropical Prnducts Institute 
London 
International Uni on for th'e 
Conservation of Nature· 
·Switzerland (Foroerly UNIDO & ASE.CT)· 
~o-Ordinator 9 Natural Flavotirs &· 
Fragran·ce Progranne 
Applie~ Scientific Research Corp. 
of Thail.and 
Research Assistant 
~uildine Materi~l Unit 9 (LSRCT) 
Developn~nt Section· 
British Enbassy 9 .Bangkok 
\ 
Pept. of Technical & Econoojc 
Cooperation 
Thailand and Ecocen 
Head 9 Dept. of Tropical Nutrical 
Medicine· 
Mahidol University 
Denn 9 Faculty of Science 
Aston University in Biroinghno 
Tropical Products Institute 
London (Vtsiting ASRCT) 
Environoental Engineering 
·Asi~n Institute 6f Technolbgy 
61 
Head 9 Departoent of Physics 
Chinn13 Mai University 
Departoent of Econoaic & Technical 
Co-opera ti on 9 ' Bangkok·. 
Research Assistant 9 ASRCT &·Overseas 
GeoloGical Surveys, London 
Dean of Econooics 
Thaor.Jnsnt University 
Professor of Physics 
Chulnlonskorn University 
Develop1:.1ent Secretary (ODA) 
Brit~sh EDbassy 9 Bangkok 
British Counci~ 9 Banskok Office 
Dr. 7~ Eienvatann 
~r. Serachiir'Sinh~seni 
,:f 
Dr. Seropol Ilatasuk 
E~c. J.C. ·s. Shnw 
~r. Siengtona Nutnlaya 
Dr. Sippnnondhn Ketudoi 
Er. Sonphong <:;hntrnphorn 
.Dr. Goopong Chu,ntrngool 
l'frs. Stone 
Er. Suraphorn Punngunlee 
.. 
• j 
Er •. Brian Thorpe 
Z·fr. Tunkasiri · Tnwoo 
Hr. Vilo.ithong Tirapntna 
D1~. Vh~ulh Sanathiyo.kci..ni t 
I<r. Volkoff 
Mr. Robert L. Waddell 
?ref. F.H.P. Williaos 
Dr~ Richard C. Windecker 
... '.1 
L t . "i .. t ' ec prer in L~enis ry 
·chinn~ Mai University 
' ~ . \ 
Lecturer·. in English 
·Ran Ifon Hane University· 
Research Office In Public Health 
EnGineering, (A$RGT) 
Departnent of Engin~ering 
Co:ol)riclge University 
Research Asiistant, ASRCT 
Deputy Director 
SEJ\.MEC 9 SEMEO' Bangkok 
Atooic Energy for Pence Procran 
Bnq.Gkok 
Denn of Faculty of Science 
Chiane; Mai University 
British Couocil, Bnngkok_Office 
Instructor in English 
Chulalongkorn University 
Development Secretary (ODA) 
.British Enbas sy, . Banskok 
L~ctur~r in Physics 
Chinn~ Mai University 
Lecturer in Physics 
Chiang Mai University 




Takfa Cotton Proje6t 
hs9ociate Professor of Engineerins 
Asio.n Institute of Technology 
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Dro Brian Young 
UHIDO LO.vi so:;:- to ASECT 
s.chool of Applied Science. 
University of Sus~ex 9 U.K~ 
(Foraerly with Cobbr~dge-
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Vecb~rs of ·neportoent of Mineral Resoiir6es 
Uiniotry bf Industry, Thailand 
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